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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL
PART 1.0:  INTRODUCTION: AIMS AND CRUISING ROUTES

DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED
Registered Charity Number: 1149844    Company Number: 7662700    www.droitwichcanals.co.uk

1.1 AIMS

1.1.1  To  operate the Droitwich Waterways (Pamela May) Trust  trip boat,
Pamela May, safely, effectively and without financial loss.

1.1.2 To use the trip boat to inform, educate and entertain the public.
In particular, to provide a recreational experience for the disabled
and disadvantaged

1.1.3 To increase public awareness of the Droitwich Waterways (Pamela May) Trusts’
activities.

1.1.4 To increase membership of the Droitwich Waterways (Pamela May) Trust.

1.1.5 To recruit active volunteers to further the aims of the Trust.

1.2  OBJECTIVES: - To employ best practice in the following disciplines:

1.2.1  Crew Safety and Training,

1.2.2  Passenger Safety.

1.2.3  Boat Preparation.

1.2.4  Boat Safety Checks.

1.2.5  Emergency Procedures.

1.2.6  Steering, Navigation and Mooring.

1.2.7  Rope Work, Knots, and the handling of natural and man-made fibre rope.

1.2.8  The provision of an information narrative during cruises.

1.2.9  Customer Service and Membership Recruitment.

1.3   THE PAMELA MAY OPERATION AT DROITWICH

The Droitwich Waterways (Pamela May) Trust (DWT) owned boat, the Pamela May is operated
by volunteer crews on the Droitwich Barge, the Droitwich Junction and the Worcester Birmingham
Canals.
Pleasure trips advertise the Trust’s activities and intend to attract new members and raise funds
to aid the further restoration and maintenance of the canals comprising the Mid- Worcestershire
Ring.
The Pamela May trip boat operation will also assist in promoting the use of the Mid-
Worcestershire Canal Ring  as a beautiful week-end circular route for cruising, walking, running
and cycling.
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1.3.1  Public boat trips run between 10am and 5pm on most public holidays, festivals and special
event days during the summer from Easter until September.  These trips are normally of
approximately 30 minutes duration and run westward from Vines Park, near Droitwich town
centre, opposite the Waitrose car park.  The cruise extends to just before the railway bridge at
the west side of Netherwich basin and returns to Vines Park.  Trips run on demand unless
weather or water conditions dictate otherwise and are suspended if unsafe conditions are
encountered.

1.3.2  Charter trips may be booked by organisations caring for disabled, disadvantaged or aged
people.  An electrically powered lift platform is provided to enable access down into the cabin
area of the boat for anyone who has difficulty with stairs or steps, and a boarding ramp is used
between the boat and the bank to enable wheelchairs to be embarked on to the boat.  The lift is
capable of lifting and lowering a wheelchair together with its occupant and carer.

1.3.3  Other interested groups or clubs may also charter the boat for cruises.

1.3.4  The boat is licensed to carry a maximum of twelve passengers and three crew members. A
wheelchair, together with its occupant counts as two persons.  Totals given here do not include
babes in arms, under the age of 12 months.

1.4  CHARTER TRIP ROUTES
1.4.1 Three hours duration from Vines Park westwards to Ladywood top lock and return.  A short
stay of approximately 30 minutes will be taken for refreshments and leg stretching at Ladywood top
lock.

1.4.2 Five hours duration from Vines Park eastwards to the junction with the Worcester
Birmingham canal at Hanbury Wharf.  This trip includes passage through eight locks and
includes a staircase lock and three ‘side pond’ locks.  The Eagle and Sun Inn is situated at
Hanbury Junction and a stop for lunch is included in the timings for this trip.

1.4.3 Seven hours duration from Vines Park to Dunhampstead wharf on the Worcester
Birmingham canal and return.  This day long cruise incorporates and extends the route to
Hanbury Junction, turning south on the Worcester Birmingham canal for approximately three
additional miles.  The Fir Tree Inn is situated at the turnaround point for this cruise and timings
allow for a stop for lunch.

1.4.4 Eight Hours duration from Vines Park to the River Severn and return. The boat will be
turned in the first or second pounds, before the river lock (lock 1).  Picnic lunches should be
taken on this route since there are no pubs or restaurants en route.  This route is largely rural
and there are few landing places.

More details are on www.pamelamay.org.uk and booking is explained in part 12 of this manual.
See map on the next page for the Pamela may routes.

1.5   CREW ORGANISATION

      15.1  During the cruise, the person in charge is the Skipper, chosen by the current Operations
Manager from the list of qualified people. The skipper can chose a member of the crew to ‘steer’
the boat. So in this manual the person in charge is the Skipper, not necessary the ‘Steerer’
Responsible to the Skipper is the deck crew and on some cruises a bank crew; also chosen
from a qualified person’s list
Details of relevant training and qualified people can be found in the ‘Operational Best Practice
and Safety Procedures’ manual.
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30 min Event Day

Route 2
to Hanbury
Wharf:6hrs

Route 3 to
Dunhamstead
:7hrs

Route 1 to
Ladywood: 3hrs

START

1.6: PAMELA MAY TRIPS

Route 4 to
Hawford: 8hrs
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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL
PART 2.0:  PROCEDURES FOR PASSENGER CARE
                   Embarking and Disembarking

DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED
Registered Charity Number: 1149844    Company Number: 7662700    www.droitwichcanals.co.uk

2.1 FUNDAMENTALS

2.1.1 The maximum number of passenger allowed on the Pamela May is twelve,
(although nine is more comfortable), plus a maximum of three crew members.
 Children under 12 months are not counted and one person in a wheel chair counts as two
passengers.
 For trips of able bodied people with no locks or tunnels, a crew of two will be sufficient..
(What happens if a crew member fails to arrive? - For discussion, meanwhile the skipper will make a decision)

2.1.2 The crew will appear smart and professional both in dress and bearing.

2.1.3 Keep ropes, equipment and other items stowed tidily to prevent tripping up. Keep the boat
tidy and clean.

2.1.4  All trip boat crew members will wear a tabard with a DWT logo on the outside of their
clothing.

2.1.5  All trip boat crew members will wear their Personal Floatation Device (PFD), or life jacket,
properly assembled, when carrying out any waterside or waterborne activity. (This needs
discussing as journey number 1 has no locks or other hazards indicating that a PFD is essential.)

2.1.6 Whenever possible, turn gas off at the bottle in the bows.  Cooking on gas in the Galley is
not allowed when the boat is moving. Heating water for a hot drink is subject to the Skipper’s
permission and supervision. (This needs reviewing,)

2.1.7  The crew will be friendly with the passengers. Find out who has previously been
on a narrow boat.

2.1.8  Ensure that passengers do not  place any parts of their body outside the boundary of the
boat and explain why.

2.1.9  Inform passengers when approaching obstacles such as a lock, narrow bridge,
approaching boat or moorings etc. where a sudden change in boat motion may occur.

2.1.10  Passengers are not allowed on the front deck, except under supervision in an
emergency.

2.1.11   Passengers are not allowed on the rear deck when moving unless allowed by the Skip-
per. No more than three people on the rear deck at any one time.

2.1.12  Passengers should be encouraged to stay seated and children to be supervised at all
times.

2.1.13  Start the trip with a passenger safety address -see section 4.0.

2.1.14  Give an informative trip commentary during the trip; see section 13
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2.1.15 No Smoking on board.

2.1.16  Make sure passengers know where the embarkation and disembarkation locations
are.
Charter trips may start and finish at other than the normally used locations by arrangement
between the hirer and the Skipper. The Skipper should contact the lead customer 48
hours before the booking in order to confirm final arrangements.  Contact details will be
present on the bookings calendar website.

2.1.17  A maximum of two wheel chairs are allowed on routes with no locks or tunnels.
One wheel chair only allowed through locks or tunnels.

2.1.18. Any person, either crew or passenger, who refuses to obey the reasonable
instructions of the Skipper during the boats’ progress, is to be landed at the first
opportunity and refused any further access to the boat or its facilities except in an
emergency.

2.1.19  Turn on all lights inside a tunnel.

2.1.20  Only cruise during daylight.

2.2  EMBARKATION AND DISEMBARKATION

2.2.1 At least two crew members to be on hand to help each passenger.

2.2.2  The boat is to be securely positioned at the head, the stern and centre point

2.2.3 A folding metal bridging ramp is available to assist wheel chairs on and off the boat.

2.2.4 Timber gates are to be used if wheel chairs are present other-wise the safety ropes may
be used. Due to unequal gate openings, the safety ropes are slightly different lengths,
being colour coded red (port  side) and green (starboard side).

2.2.5 The lift is to be loaded with a maximum of two people or one person in a wheel chair.
The lift is not to be used without the engine providing electricity. (Details of lift operation
are given in Part 5.1.9)

2.2.6 To avoid listing the boat, three passengers at a time will be allowed into the cabin and
be seated before allowing the next three on board. Similarly, during disembarking,
passengers must stay seated until asked to leave singly by one of the crew.

Passengers are to be distributed evenly to ensure even alignment of the boat

2.2.7  Check boat for passenger lost property immediately after disembarkation.
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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL
PART 3.0:  PROCEDURES FOR BOAT CARE AND

MAINTENANCE
Some of this information has been covered in Part 5 of this manual but has been repeated here  for completeness.

DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED
Registered Charity Number: 1149844    Company Number: 7662700    www.droitwichcanals.co.uk

3.1:  Maintenance checks prior to trip.
The Skipper and Crew will jointly carry out the following checks before each trip.
When approaching the boat, familiarise oneself with the entrance and exit and look to see how it is
sitting in the water – the rubbing strake should be just above the water level.
When boarding, look in galley above sink for defects books. Study the outstanding
defects/problems. If they have not been rectified consult the Boat Engineer before proceeding with
trip.
3.1.1: Bilge Water
Lift the floor board and check bilges for water. There are four sections:
a) housing the stern gland. This contains the automatic pump out but can also be controlled
manually from the control panel (when the power is on).
b) engine housing.
c)  two “swims” on each side of the engine housing section.
If the water level in the latter three sections is more than 3 inches consult the Boat Engineer
Tom Pedlow and pump out manually.
3.1.2: Gas
Smell for gas in bow gas locker before proceeding. If gas is smelt DO NOT let anyone aboard and
contact Boat Engineer Tom Pedlow for advice.
Check WHITE bottle selector switch wheel is selected to ‘in-use’ bottle.
Turn on gas at bottle by turning YELLOW isolating switch in line with gas piping and replace gas
locker bin lid.
In galley, again smell for gas. Check that all the Gas cooker taps are in the off position. Switch on
gas in cupboard beneath gas hob by turning lever in line to pipe. Test light one burner by pushing
knob down lightly for about three seconds, release and confirm flame burns BLUE. This colour may
vary slightly with weather conditions.
3.1.3:  Engine. Remove steps into galley and remove access hatch panel by moving brass bolts.
This panel is heavy so take care!
Cooling water.  Look for leaks around the engine. Remove cap (at 12 o’clock looking from galley)
and feel with finger for presence of water.  If no water is present, contact Boat Engineer Tom
Pedlow for advice before proceeding. Replace cap.
Oil.  Remove dipstick and check level is between bottom and top mark. Wipe with cloth and replace.
If level is below bottom mark, contact Boat Engineer Tom Pedlow for advice.
Fan belt tension. Using fingers check movement of belt is less than ½ inch. Also check for diesel
fuel leakage on bolts. If belt is slack or risk of slippage, contact Boat Engineer Tom Pedlow for
advice.
Replace access hatch panel and secure brass bolts. Replace steps.
3.1.4  Electricity.
Lift rear access hatch and Switch on electrics by turning the red key 90 degrees clockwise and listen
for relay “click. This enables power to be charged to both batteries when the engine starts. Keep
the key in the socket to avoid loosing the brass engagement pin.
Any malfunctions or defects are to be reported to Tom Pedlow and recorded by the crew discover-
ing them in the DEFECT LOG, which is kept with the TRIP LOG held on the boat.

3.2:  PREPARING FOR TRIP.
Check for presence of ignition key, CRT water and bridge key, windlasses (2), mooring spikes (2),
lump hammer, dipstick and gully clearing rod.
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Check for presence safety equipment trip; fire extinguishers (4), inflatable life jackets (3), Whistle,
foil blankets (6) fire blankets (2) and first aid kit and foul propeller cutting gear.

Place life-ring(s), barge pole and boat hook on cabin roof or useable position.
Fit tiller bar and pin (in cutlery drawer). Attach safety barrier ropes or timber gates (at discretion of
skipper).

3.3:  Start Engine:  Check throttle  lever is in neutral position and gears are disengaged (push
lug- switch outboard).  Push throttle lever to first stop, plus one inch. (Approximately 45 degrees
from vertical).  Insert ignition key and turn clockwise to first ‘on’ position.  Check voltmeter reads
12 volts.  Continue turning clockwise to second pre-start position and hold against spring
for 30 seconds to allow engine glow plugs to operate.  The Voltmeter reading will drop to
indicate power usage at glow plugs.  Turn key further clockwise against spring to engage
starter motor and turn engine over.  Successful starting may require more than one attempt, par-
ticularly in winter.  When engine fires, reduce revs to fast tick over during warm up time. Check
that the voltmeter reads between 11 and 13 volts. Record start time in Trip Log.
Turn on water pump and fridge switches in the galley above and to right of sink on bulkhead.
Check all lights including tunnel light. Check horn. Check bilge pump works (switch is on ignition
panel).
If wheelchair passengers are to be carried, check full operation of chair lift and wheelchair ramp.
Rig safety side gates.
Place throttle lever in neutral position.  Pull gear lug to ‘engaged’ position (move inboard). Test
ahead and astern power.
Proceed to trip starting point.

3.4: Completion of trip.
Secure bow, centre and stern ropes leaving enough slack to allow for rise and fall in water level.
Ensure that all fenders are down.
Turn off all lights and electrical appliances.
With throttle in neutral, switch off engine by pressing the black rubber button on engine panel.
Only turn off ignition key when engine has stopped.
Remove ignition key and hang in cabin, together with BW water/ swing bridge key.
Stow barge pole, life ring, boat hook, tiller bar (pin in cutlery drawer) and manual horn if used,
inside rear cabin. Check cabin top for any other gear.
Remove safety barrier ropes and hang in rear cabin, or timber gates and stow in shore storage
portakabin.
Take up rear deck board.
Screw down on stern gland greaser until tight and water seepage has stopped. If seepage
continues then gently turn the prop shaft using your foot while screwing down the gland greaser
again.
Check weed hatch cover is closed and sealed but do not tighten screw further.
Turn off water pump switches adjacent to galley sink.
Operate bilge pump to clear excess water from engine bilge, then switch off pump.
Isolate battery by turning isolator key anti-clockwise and removing from key-way.
Replace red blanking cap over battery isolator key-way.
Dip fuel using graduated dipstick and record level (cm) in Trip Log. See para 3.5.4 for removing
cap..
Record engine stop time in Trip Log.
Complete Trip Log.
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The skipper will complete all relevant entries in the BOAT TRIP LOG and the DEFECT LOG.
He/she is to ensure that all reference and recording  documentation is available for the use of the
next crew and that the boat is in a fit, clean and tidy condition.

Any matter which, in the opinion of the skipper, is likely to adversely  affect  further use of the
boat is to be reported to the BOAT OPERATIONS  MANAGER at the earliest opportunity.

Turn off gas supply:  Isolate beneath hob in cupboard by turning toggle 90 degrees to  gas pipe.
In forward gas locker turn yellow gas  isolator switch 90 degrees to the gas pipe.  Turn white bottle
selector vertically downward. Close valve on gas bottle.
Check windlasses (2), mooring spikes (2), lump hammer, dipstick and gulley clearing rod are
stowed in rear cabin.
Check life jackets (3), referee’s whistle, manual horns (2) are in stowage.
Check safety equipment:  Fire extinguishers (4), Fire blankets (2), foil blankets (6) and first aid kit.
Clean boat in readiness for next assignment (Vacuum cleaner in shore side portakabin).
Check cabin for personal gear or lost property remaining. Smell for gas.
Check toilet is clean.
Close up cabin ensuring all bolts securely in place (4) and carry out final visual check from bank-
side, beginning forward and moving aft.

3.5:  Regular Maintenance.

Monthly or as required.

3.5.1. Cleaning Toilet and removing waste.

Remove toilet waste at pump out stations (at either Dunhampstead or Droitwich Marina). The key
to remove cap on outer starboard side deck is kept in the cutlery drawer. The staff at the pump out
facility will empty tank. Ensure that 3 litres of Elson blue is added to tank after emptying.

3.5.2. Adding Water.

Open the forward hatch and connect hose to tap forward of (and behind) gas bottles at a water
station in Netherwich Basin (or at either Dunhampstead or Droitwich Marina). The amount of water
added should be limited and considered as a boat “trim” –  enough prevent a) the bow being too
low in the water ensuring that the gas bottle compartment drain holes are above the water level
and b) to weigh the bow sufficiently to enable good steering control. As a rough guide a filling time
of five minutes should be allowed. If too much water is added switch on the sink taps to drain.
Make sure that the drain holes in the gas compartment are more than 3cm above the waterline to
allow for the added potential weight of 12 passengers and 3 crew.

3.5.3 Cleaning weed hatch.

Owing to the health hazard of getting cuts from rough edges on the propeller blades, fishing lines
and hooks, this should only be carried out if there is evidence of fouling of the propeller.

If fouling is suspected during a trip the procedure is to select neutral then reverse (after a pause)
for three to five seconds before returning to forward. Repeat cycle if necessary. Only if this fails
should the Weed Hatch cover be opened to remove any fouling.  There is sharp cutting knife
(Stanley type) in the cutlery drawer.

Part 3.0 - Procedures for Boat Care and Maintenance:
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N. B. Tom says do not  open weed hatch unless necessary.

3.5.4 THE DIESEL CAP LOCK.

The diesel filler cap is padlocked to prevent fuel theft. The location of the padlock key or opening
procedure is available from the Operations Manager.

3.5.5 Changing gas bottles.

There is a central distribution manifold for selecting which (of two) bottles is to be used. If the
arrow for either bottle turns red then it is empty and should be recorded in the log. Only the boat
engineer is allowed to change a gas bottle.

3.5.6 Checking and changing battery.

Only the boat engineer is allowed to change the battery.

3.5.7 Topping up oil.

Only the boat engineer is allowed to fill oil to between the lower and upper marks.

3.5.8 Topping up coolant.

Only the boat engineer is allowed to top up the water and only when the engine is cold.

3.5.9 Hydraulic Lift Motor.

This is secured to the side wall beneath the rear cabin seat. This should not be touched and does
not require regular maintenance. In the event of a problem contact Tom the Boat Engineer.
Spares may be obtained from Pirtek in Worcester. Tel: 01905 757111.

3.6:  Annually.

3.6.1 Lift service.

Raise the lift and chock with jack or wood blocks to access greasing points. There are three
grease points requiring a grease gun at the central scissor bearing and at the rear upper bearings.
Also there are four locations pins requiring oiling.

3.6.2 Winter actions

At the end of the season (November) fill diesel tank to prevent condensation.

The water tank must be drained off at the end of the season (November) to prevent frost damage.
Open the access panel on the floor at the front of the galley to check it is in the open position –
lever in line with pipe.
Open the rear access floor panel and open valve using screw driver to rotate isolating valve and
allow water to drain. Ensure electrical power is left on until operation is complete.
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3.6.3  Heating the boat using timer.

When frost is forecast the heater which is stored in the portakabin is moved into the boat cabin
and the cable attached. The heater should be set to the anti-frost setting and the timer set to come
on at midnight and off at 5 a.m.

3.6.4 Engine Service.
This is carried out by “Berry Hill Motors, St Oswalds,  Hadzor Lane, Hadzor.
WR9 7xx. Telephone: 01905 798142.
Part numbers for replacement parts are:
Air filter  AF25530
Fuel filter  WIX33390
Oil Filter  WIX33390
Alternator belt Gates 6275MC8A
Engine Oil  10/40 semi synthetic

3.6.5 Repainting the hull bottom.

Andy Edwards of Dunhampstead marina repaints the boat as required.

The hull was last painted in 2010 by Jason Pinder in Diglis Basin. It was shop blasted, primed and
painted with a 2 pack epoxy resin preparation. This has a 7 year warranty – until 2017.

3.6.6 Cleaning Brass: ventilation cowls, steering gear,locks etc.

Polish with Brasso or equivalent as often as possible.

3.6.7: Coating stern wood railing

Rub in Teak Oil as often as possible.

3.6.8:  Repairing scratches.

Clean damaged area with with white spirit. Abrade with fine emery and coat with a corrosion
resistant paint such as Hammerite metal primer. After touch dry add a thin coating of yacht quality
paint of the appropriate colour.

Issued by the Trustees of Droitwich Waterways (Pamela may) Trust Limited:- Issue ‘1’ - Oct 2013
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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL
PART 4.0:  PASSENGER SAFETY ADDRESS

DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED
Registered Charity Number: 1149844    Company Number: 7662700    www.droitwichcanals.co.uk

4.1 INTRODUCTION
4.1.1 Having welcomed your passengers and helped them onboard it is essential that all present are
aware of certain rules and safety procedures.
The address must be delivered in a warm and reassuring manner and .must sound and appear fresh,
vital and important.
Inappropriate humour regarding  ‘shipwrecks’, etc., must be avoided.  Remember, there may be a
nervous person onboard whose enjoyment could be spoilt by such an “off the cuff” remark.
Individual circumstances, characteristics and personalities will mean that the address can be adjusted
to suit the passenger group or type.  Please avoid the ‘robot’ delivery typified by some airline cabin
staff.

4.2   SAFETY ADDRESS - An Example:

4.2.1  Below is an example of a Safety address, to be given at the start of a journey and in your own
words.

4.2.2 ““Welcome onboard the Pamela May trip boat for this cruise on the Droitwich Barge Canal (or
the newly opened Droitwich Junction Canal). Your crew today comprises the Skipper (steerer)
(name), who is in charge of the boat, crew and passengers and deck crew/narrator (name).  During
the trip we will be giving a brief history of the Droitwich canals and telling you something about their
restoration. Don’t hesitate to ask questions.
Who has been on a canal trip before?  All of you will understand the need for some rules whilst on-
board so that everyone remains safe and secure.
Today’s  trip will last approximately 30 mins/ 3/5/7/8 hours, (as appropriate), and we will have a stop
for lunch at the Eagle and Sun Inn/ Fir Trees Inn (as appropriate).  We think you will find it enjoyable
and interesting.
As this boat takes a maximum of twelve passengers and three crew, we are required to register as a
passenger boat.  For your safety, it fully complies with all advisory requirements and Canal and Riv-
ers Trust (formerly British Waterways) health and safety regulations.
We will be passing through locks, narrow bridges and overhanging vegetation, so please keep all
parts of your body within the boat – to avoid your body being squashed.  In the very unlikely event of
an emergency, please remain calm and await instructions from the crew.  The steerer will bring the
boat to the bank side at a suitable place and we will then help you off the boat.
We all carry fully charged mobile phones and can therefore summon assistance in case of accident
or illness.
In keeping with recent legislation, smoking is not permitted on the boat.
For environmental reasons, please use the litter bin onboard if you wish to dispose of any rubbish.
Please do not throw anything into the canal or on to the towpath.
The boat is fully fitted with safety equipment and the steerer and crew are qualified on the helm and
as crew.
Please note that the steering position is at the back of the boat.  No one is allowed to go on to the
stern deck without the Skipper’s approval. There is a front exit but this is for emergency use only and
not to be used for disembarking.
When we arrive at a mooring, please remain seated until the boat has been fully secured and the
Skipper has given permission to leave.
We have a W.C. onboard, located at the centre of the boat, and a small galley area for the prepara-
tion of tea/coffee and soft drinks.
With that, please sit back and enjoy the trip.  I will be giving a commentary as we go along, but please
do not hesitate to ask if you want any further information.
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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL
PART 5.0:  PROCEDURES FOR NORMAL BOAT OPERATION

DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED
Registered Charity Number: 1149844    Company Number: 7662700    www.droitwichcanals.co.uk

5.1     STARTING OUT (And check list record)
5.1.1  Pamela May Opening Up Check List - (see part 3.0 for details)

ACTION TICK

1 Ensure PM is tightly secured at bow, centre and stern.
2 Board the boat, unlock cabin and slide back roof hatch. Smell for gas.
3 Check ignition key, CRT water and bridge key, windlasses (2), mooring spikes (2) lump

hammer, dipstick and gully clearing rod are present. Check toilet..
4 Check safety equipment, fire extinguishers (4), inflatable life jackets (3), Whistle, foil

blankets (6) fire blankets (2) first aid kit and foul prop. cutting gear is present.
5 Check  life-ring(s), boat pole and boat hook are placed in a useable position.

Wear life jacket - if required. Put on DWT tabards.
6 Read  Defect log and message log to check  boat  condition.
7 Fit tiller bar and pin (cutlery drawer).
8 Attach safety barrier ropes (or timber gates if wheelchairs are to be carried).
9 Turn on gas (if required):  turn on at bottle in bow Gas locker, check white bottle selector

switch wheel is selecting ‘in-use’ bottle, turn YELLOW de-isolating switch in line with gas
piping, replace gas locker bin lid, de-isolate gas at switch in cupboard beneath gas hob in
galley,  test light one burner and confirm flame burns BLUE throughout.  Smell for gas.

10 Place ignition key in your pocket until completion of engine checks.
11 Carry out engine pre-start checks.  Check oil and coolant levels.  Check belt tension (half

inch maximum movement).  Check for evidence of engine leaks.  De-isolate battery (red
key in port side rear of engine bay). Do not take the key out of the socket see para: 3.1.4

12 Start Engine:  Check single lever control is in neutral position and gears are dis-engaged
(push lug- switch outboard).  Push throttle lever to first stop, plus one inch.
(Approximately 45 degrees from vertical).  Insert ignition key and turn clockwise to first
‘on’ position.  Check voltmeter  shows 12 volts.  Continue turning clockwise to second
pre-start position and hold against spring for 10 seconds to allow engine glow plugs to
operate. ( Voltmeter reading will drop to indicate power usage at glow plugs).  Turn key
further clockwise, against spring to engage starter motor and turn engine over.
Successful starting may require more than one attempt, particularly in winter.  When
engine starts, reduce revs to fast tick over during warm up time and record start time in
Trip Log. Check red ignition light is out. Rev engine to extinguish.

13 Turn on water pump, fridge and light switches on bulkhead to the right of the sink in the
galley.  Check all lights including tunnel headlight.  Check horn.  Check bilge pump (on
ignition panel).
Check water levels in bilge - see 3.1.1

14 If wheelchair passengers are to be carried, check full operation of chair lift and wheelchair
ramp.

15 Place throttle lever in neutral position.  Pull gear lug to ‘engaged’ position (move inboard).
Test ahead and astern power.

16 Under directions from Skipper, remove and stow mooring lines.
17 Proceed.

Date:                       Signed:
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5.1.2   The crew should arrive at least one hour before picking up passengers. Each crew
member must ensure that a substitute is found if he or she cannot make it. Phone the skipper if
you are likely to be late. If  a member of the crew is missing then the trip can only proceed at
the discretion of the Skipper. (See Part 2.1.1 for crew requirements)

5.1.3    All crew members should have a fully charged mobile phone

5.1.4   The Skipper must fill out the check sheets (5.2.1 and 5.7.1), Trip log book (5.9.1) and
defect log (5.9.2), before and after the trip.

5.1.5 Keys
The ignition key to the boat is kept on a hook inside the rear cabin, next to the handrail.  The
C&RT (BW) swing bridge and water key is kept on the same hook on a separate float.

The keys to the gates of the Hampton Road yard and to the portacabin within the yard are held
by all trustees and the Operations Manager.  It is intended to provide all qualified skippers with
their own set of keys to the yard and boat.

5.1.6   SWITCHES INSIDE THE BOAT

The red, battery isolating switch is to be found in the engine bay on the port side.  Lift the
engine  bay deck board for access.
 There are two, white water pump switches (they look like light switches), on the side bulkhead
by the sink.

5.1.7  Safety Gates
Two timber safety gates are stowed inside the shore side portacabin at the Hampton road
home mooring.  They are to be rigged on all occasions when wheelchairs are to be embarked.
At other times they may be removed and replaced by the safety manropes kept on hooks inside
the boats’ rear cabin, starboard side.

5.1.8     RAMPS
A folding metal bridging ramp is provided to allow for wheelchairs to be brought from the bank
side onto the stern deck of the Pamela May.  It must be securely positioned at the bank side to
allow for slight movement of the boat as wheelchairs are being transferred onto the boat.
When not in use, the ramp is normally kept folded, in the galley area of the boat.

5.1.9  LIFT
An electric wheelchair lift between the stern deck and the cabin has been fitted in Pamela May.
The nominated deck crew will be responsible for its safe operation.  The lift will normally be
stowed in the ‘down’ position and the short step ladder from the stern deck into the cabin will be
placed on top and hooked on to the engine space bulkhead.  When the electric lift is to be
brought into use, the ladder is to be unshipped and placed in the galley area in a position from
where it will not impede the movement of wheelchairs towards the for’ard cabin space.
The wheelchair lift is operated electrically by the boats’ 12 volt battery.  It consumes a large
amount of power when in use.  Usage should be limited to three sequential operations where
possible, before the battery is allowed to recharge from the running engine and should be used
with the engine running at a fast tick-over and with the red alternator light on the control panel
extinguished.   It is within its capacity to raise and lower two standing passengers or one
wheelchair with occupant in one load. The lift should not be used unless the engine is
running.
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Please ensure that no obstruction to the lift operation is posed by other equipment within the
boat cabin.  Steps, lump hammers, windlasses and mooring spikes will cause damage to the lift
machinery if they are allowed to impede the downward movement of the platform.
It is also important that the lift operator stops the upward movement of the platform before
reaching the underneath of the cabins’ rear folding doors. It must not be allowed to rise above
rear deck level in any event.  Failure to observe this restriction will result in the doors being torn
from their hinges by the lift platform and costly repairs being needed before the boat can be
secured.

5.1.10 Leaving berth using a spring can be achieved by leading the stern rope to a fixed point
on the bank and then back inboard from where it is tended. By driving the boat gently astern
against the spring the un-tethered end of the boat will angle away from the berth.

5.1.11 Access to the foredeck using the new front door and hatch by a crew member when
coming alongside or leaving a berth will allow berthing and un-berthing to becomes easier, since
a crew member will be able to man the bow rope and provide a push away from the bank when
leaving a berth or step ashore with the bow rope when coming alongside.

5.1.12   Strong Winds:  The Pamela May turns easier when heading into the wind

5.1.13   The canal speed limit of four miles per hour must be observed at all times. Excessive
speed creates a bow wash which erodes the canal bank and creates discomfort for other canal
users and wildlife.  So slow down when passing another boat, wild life, fishermen, and also if the
bow wash is likely to erode the bank. Also slow down at bridges, locks, tunnels and when
passing an oncoming boat.

5.1.14     When manoeuvring the boat, control is maintained by a combination of forward and
reverse gears and engine speed. Rapid movement of the single lever control between
forward and reverse gears must be avoided.  A pause of two marching paces (3 seconds)
must be allowed before engaging an opposite gear.  Excessive acceleration of the engine causes
the propeller to become ineffective.  This is known as  cavitation and is caused because air is
being dragged under the boat and around the propeller.  This is particularly likely if the engine is
put astern and the engine speed is increased too rapidly.

5.2  MANOEUVRING; PAST BOATS, OBSTACLES, FISHERMEN AND THROUGH BRIDGES

5.2.1   GENERAL:
Keep to the centre of the canal if the way is clear and no-one is likely to want to overtake.
Otherwise keep to the right.

5.2.2   PASSING ON-COMING BOATS
Slow down and keep to the right. Be prepared for the current to move the boat into the centre of
the canal as the other boat passes.

5.2.3  OVERTAKING A MOVING BOAT
Obtain an acknowledgement that the boat is willing to be overtaken. When it slows, pass keeping
as far away from the boat as possible. Do not overtake unless it is necessary, the way ahead is
clear and there is sufficient room.

5.2.4   BEING OVERTAKEN
Acknowledge that you are willing to be overtaken and slow down. Prepare for a lateral current pull.
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5.3  OPERATING SWING BRIDGES

5.3.1 The bridge operator obtains the bridge padlock key from the Skipper.

5.3.2     Remove the bridge padlock.

5.3.3. Allow members of the public to cross before moving the bridge.

5.3.4. Swing open the bridge making sure that its speed is reduced as it nears the buffer.

5.3.5. .Make sure the public are aware that the bridge has been opened; specially cyclists.

5.3.6. When the boat has passed through check that no other boat is waiting

5.3.7. Close the swing bridge and replace the padlock to secure the mechanism.

5.3.8 Retrieve the lock windlass that you put on the ground before opening the bridge !!

5.2.5  OBSTACLES
Keep a lookout for anything unusual in the canal. Slow up and make sure there are no hidden
underwater hazards. Slow down for for all unusual floating items including young swimming
wildlife.
5.2.6  PASSING FISHERMEN
Anglers fish the canal from both banks.  They may be reluctant to reel in their lines when boats
pass.  Speed must be reduced to tick over and caution exercised to avoid fouling their lines and
tackle.  If appropriate, a very short blip on the horn may be used to warn fishermen of our
approach.

5.2.7  THROUGH BRIDGES
Keep to the centre of the canal. Make sure that no-one is attempting to come towards you through
the bridge. If at a blind spot give a long blast on the horn.

5.2.1.   LOCK SEVEN JUNCTION CANAL
Currents on the canals used by the Pamela May are normally negligible.  However, on the eastern
routes there is a section of canal between the barge lock at Vines Park and lock number seven,
where the River Salwarpe joins and then leaves the canal over weirs.  This can present a significant
hazard after heavy rain when water levels and the speed of the current may increase dramatically.
Before entering the Barge Lock, tie up at the mooring point and wait for a clear entrance into the
lock with the swing bridge out of the way. Move under power straight round into the lock, keeping
clear of the wear.

5.2.2  DROITWICH MARINA
Care must be exercised when passing the entrance to the new Droitwich Marina.  The main line
of the canal is very shallow at this point and boats will undoubtedly be attempting to manoeuvre
in to or out of the marina entrance.  Boats with a deeper draught will have navigation space
limited to the centre of the fairway and must be given priority of passage.
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5.4  TURNING ROUND

5.4.1 Winding holes are clearly marked on the maps.

As the Pamela May is only 38 ft long the following locations can also be used:

The Barge Canal:-

The starting point for most trips opposite Waitrose.in Vines Park
The bend 200yds before Salwarpe Village
The south west side of bridge 7 at Salwarpe Village for emergency on trips 1 & 4.
Just below Lock 7
Above Lock 2
Above Lock 1

Junction Canal:-

Below Lock 7
Above Lock 7
At the Droitwich Marina
At the pounds below Locks 1 & 2

Worcester/ Birmingham:-

At the meeting of the Junction Canal north of W/B Bridge 35
At Hanbury Wharf - if room?

Do not attempt to turn the Pamela May within the boundaries of Brook Line Boats at
Dunhampstead Wharf.  There is a winding hole 200 yards south of the road bridge at
Dunhampstead and this is always to be used when turning for the return journey on route 3.

5.4.2   TURNING  TECHNIQUES
There are three methods of turning the boat round depending on the space available:
*  Turn to port, helm 80% to the right at maximum speed. This is not good for passengers!
*  Three to five point turn to Starboard.
*  Pivot with bows in the (soft) bank.

Get trained!!

5.5  TRAVERSING LOCKS

5.5.1 When steering in to a lock, the boat must be lined up and parallel to the lock chamber before
approaching the entrance jaws.  Failure to do this will inevitably lead to the boat jamming at an
angle as it tries to enter the chamber.  This, in turn leads to great strain being placed on the
engine bearers, gas piping, water piping and timber joints in the same way as would occur in
event of a head on collision.  This must be avoided at all costs.  Line up, in close parallel, one
side of the boat with one side of the lock. Pamela May has just been fitted with new engine
bearers (April 2012) as a direct result of such errors in the past.

5.5.2   BASIC PROCEDURE

5.5.2.1 The bank crew should be landed well before the boat enters the lock.
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5.5.2.2 If necessary, the lock should be prepared for the boat by filling or emptying it to bring the water
level inside the lock to the same level as the boat.

5.5.2.3  Entrance gates are then opened and the boat brought into the lock by the steerer.

5.5.2.4  The steerer will centre the boat within the length of the lock and remain at the tiller at all times –
adjusting his position to remain centrally placed in the lock using the engine.

5.5.2.5  The entrance gates are then closed and paddles wound down to the fully closed position.

5.5.2.6. Bank crew then move to the exit gates, or side pond and stand by their respective paddle gear,
facing the boat and steerer.

5.5.2.7  The steerer will then instruct the paddles to be raised. When going up a lock the ground paddles
are to be opened first, slowly, to avoid flooding the front of the boat. The gate paddles are then opened
slowly making sure that its water cannot get into the front well of the boat.

5.5.2.8  Bank crew raise the paddles at the rate the steerer requires and remain facing the boat and
steerer, adjacent to the paddle gear at all times whilst the lock is re – levelling.

5.5.2.9 When water has levelled at the exit gates or side pond and ceased to flow within the lock cham-
ber, the paddles are closed and, when necessary, (in a staircase lock), the bank crew repeat operations
6, to 9 at the exit gate(s).

5.5.2.10  The exit gates may then be opened and paddles lowered to their fully closed position.

5.5.2.11   When the boat is clear of the lock, the bank crew close the gate(s) and visually confirm that the
lock is being left ready for its next user.  That means that all gates are closed and all paddles are down.

5.5.2.12 The boat then leaves the lock and is positioned for the bank crew to re-board.

5.5.2.13  The Droitwich Barge Canal locks should be shared with another  boat if possible, to save water.

5.5.2.14   Give way to a boat in sight that has the lock water level in its favour

5.5.3  SAFETY ISSUES IN LOCKS

5.5.3.1   When transiting narrow locks, all fenders must be brought inboard to avoid the risk of the boat
jamming in the lock.

5.5.3.2 Make sure the boat’s level and free.  It should be away from the cill and not caught on a gate or
projection.

5.5.3.3   Make sure that each member of the crew sticks to their allotted task – accidents happen when
crew wander off – especially with a big crew.

5.5.3.4   Watch out for ‘helpful’ bystanders – their mistakes could land you in trouble.

5.5.3.5   Always ensure that the boat is kept in the middle of the lock, and the Skipper - if he is not
steering - is in charge on deck to signal to the crew and steerer. A long blast of the Skippers
whistle means close all paddles immediately.

5.5.3.6 Windlasses are NEVER to be left on paddle gear spindles.
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5.5.3.7   Ratchet claws are to be engaged on all raised winding gear.

5.5.3.8   Members of the public should be politely discouraged from assisting with lock operations.
It is appreciated that other boats’ crews will wish to assist in order to speed passage through the
lock they are queuing for.  This cannot be avoided and may even, at times, be welcome.

5.5.3.9   Narrators should brief passengers to remain as still as possible during locking.

5.5.3.10   No-one may embark or disembark the boat in a lock except in an emergency or as
directed by the Skipper.

5.5.4 Locks four and five on the Junction canal are staircase locks.  This is a lock where one
lock chamber empties directly into the next lock chamber.  When using a staircase lock, the top
lock must always be full before entering the bottom lock.  Also, there are three sets of paddle gear
on these staircase locks.  The centre set of paddles, which are between the two lock chambers,
are prone to sticking in the OPEN position.  Care must be taken to ensure that when these pad-
dles are wound DOWN, they have fully reached the bottom of their travel.  Failure to do this will
result in water leaking from the top lock into the lower lock.  When boats then attempt to come
down the staircase, the bottom lock will already be partially or wholly filled by the leakage and
when an attempt is then made to empty the full top chamber into the bottom chamber, the bottom
lock will flood onto the towpath.  Members of the public use the towpath frequently and are likely to
be affected by water flooding from the lock.

5.5.5 Locks 1, 2 and 3 on the Junction Canal  are equipped with side ponds.  When using
these locks, the boat should be taken into the lock and all gates and paddles closed.  The paddle
gear on the side ponds is then to be opened to half fill, or half empty the lock. When water has
ceased to flow between the side pond and the lock, its paddles may be closed.  From this time on,
the lock is operated in the normal way by using the paddle gear at the top or bottom ends of the
lock.

5.6  TUNNELS

5.6.1  Always sound a long blast on your horn before entering a tunnel. Make sure daylight  can
be seen at the end of the tunnel  or no boat lights indicating an empty tunnel, before entering.

5.6.2  Switch on all cabin lights and the bow tunnel light before entering. Slow down and stay in
the centre of the canal.

5.6.3 Dunhampstead tunnel will present a problem if two boats enter in opposite directions.
Although two boats can just pass one another, it is best to assume that. the approaching boat
could have a novice crew, so wait for a safe passage!

5.6.4   M5 Tunnel: The depth of water beneath the tunnel/bridge over the M5 motorway is
extremely variable.  When the water level is high the boat may jam on the tunnel roof. However
there is a suspended overhead board at each end of the tunnel to prevent this.
Low water level could cause the boat to strand mid-way through. Head room indicator  plates are
at each entrance. If you know the draft of your vessel and total height of the tunnel (which we
don’t know!) you can calculate whether you will get stuck! For the Pamela May, a gauge reading
less than 2.0 Metres should give a non-grounding passage - to be confirmed. In an emergency If
the water depth is too low, lock 6 can be empted to raise the water level.
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5.7  MOORING UP; (Plus Check List record)

5.7.1  Fill out and complete the trip log ( see section 5.9.1) and also the defect log (see section
5.9.2).

5.7.2   When coming alongside a berth or jetty the boat should be stopped at a point two thirds of
the way up the mooring space, with the bow no further than twelve inches from the bank and the
boat at an angle of about 30 degrees to the bank.  This will allow the bank side crew to take the
bow rope and the bow to be controlled.  The tiller (not the rudder), should then be angled towards
the bank and slow forward revs put on the engine.  The stern will then close on to the bank.
Where no bank side crew is present, the same procedure can be used, allowing the un-tethered
bow to swing out slightly.  When the stern comes alongside, the deck crew should step ashore with
the centre line and gently haul the boat in to the berth
The use of the head or stern rope as a spring can be employed when arriving at or leaving a tight
or congested berth.  When coming alongside where the space for mooring is little more than the
length of your boat, the approach method above is to be used.  The bank crew, having taken the
bow rope, take a turn around a bollard as near to the centre of the mooring space as possible, and
allow the boat to power slowly forward to the limit of the berths length, surging the rope around the
bollard.  By then holding on to the bow rope and preventing any further forward movement of the
boat, the stern can be swung in to the berth by putting the tiller towards the bank as described
above.
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ACTION Tick
1 Secure PM bow, centre and stern, leaving enough slack to allow for rise and fall in

water level.  Ensure that all fenders are in position to protect the hull
2 Turn off all lights and electrical appliances
3 Stow barge pole, life ring, boat hook, tiller bar (place pin in cutlery draw). And manual

horn, if used, inside rear cabin.  Check cabin top for any other gear.
4 Operate bilge pump to clear excess water from engine bilge; then switch off pump.
5 With throttle in neutral and gear toggle pushed outboard, switch off engine using black

rubber decompression button on panel.
6 Remove and place ignition key in your pocket until completion of all checks.
7 Take up engine space deck board and inform other personnel.
8 Screw down on stern gland greaser until water no longer drips from shaft gland.
9 Recharge stern gland greaser with grease if necessary. (Grease tin in cupboard under sink.

Un-screw the stern gland pump from its base, remove the lid from the grease tin place the stern gland
pump over the hole in the tin, push down firmly then wind up the gland screw, this sucks out the grease
without trapping air. When the pump is full put it back in its housing then screw down tight at the same
time moving the prop until the leak stops.)

10 If thought necessary:(see 3.5.3) remove weed hatch and check propeller nut, blade
edges for damage and propeller shaft and remove any fouling.

11 Replace weed hatch cover, but do not over tighten.
12 Dip fuel using graduated dipstick and record remains in Trip Log
13 Wash hands and arms to clean off any canal water contamination.
14 Turn off pump switches on bulkhead nearest sink.
15 Isolate battery in engine compartment and replace red blanking cap.
16 Replace engine room deck board.
17 Record engine stop time in Trip Log.
18 Complete Trip Log, Defect log and (Message log -if necessary).
19 Turn off gas supply:  Isolate beneath hob in cupboard by turning toggle 90 degrees to

gas pipe.  In  the for’ard gas locker turn yellow gas isolator switch 90 degrees to the
gas pipe.  Turn white bottle selector vertically downward. Close valve on gas bottle.

20 Check windlasses (2), mooring spikes (2), lump hammer, dipstick and gulley clearing
rod are stowed in rear cabin.

21 Check lifejackets (3), referee’s whistle, manual horns (2) are in stowage’s. Check toi-
let.

22 Check safety equipment:  Fire extinguishers (4), Fire blankets (2), foil blankets (6), first
aid kit.

23 Clean boat in readiness for next assignment.  Orange and cream coloured vacu-
um cleaner for carpets.  Blue and black HENRY vacuum to clear bilge water
(sucks out water). Re-stow neatly in portacabin on completion.  Ensure the bilge is
dry

24 Check cabin for personal gear or lost property remaining. Smell for gas.
25 Close up cabin ensuring all bolts securely in place (4) and carry out final visual check

from bank side, beginning for’ard and moving aft. Ensuring that all windows are closed
and secured.

5.7.3  CLOSING DOWN CHECK LIST
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5.8   PROCEDURES TO AVOID HAZARDS

5.8.1   WEED HATCH
If the weed hatch is used make doubly sure that the hatch cover is sealed before starting the
engine, or the boat will fill and sink!
Also when opening a weed hatch make sure that the man servicing the hatch has stopped the
engine and has the key in his possession. Turning the engine on with someone touching the
propeller is xx..!
If passengers are on board and the weed hatch needs to taken off to free the propeller, explain
what is happening and request that they do not rock the boat.

5.8.2   REFUELLING
Do not refuel with passengers on board or if naked flames are anywhere on the boat.
Make sure that all spilt fuel is mopped up before starting the engine.

5.8.3   VANDALISM  (see page 16 of the Main Manual)
Don’t provoke the vandals.
Take photographs.

5.8.4   WEILS DISEASE

Although the risk of contracting Weils disease is extremely small the following precautions should
be taken.

Ø  Anyone participating in a work party should wear waterproof gloves and protective clothing
whilst working near a canal or river.

Ø  Avoid full immersion in rivers or canals.

Ø  Cover all cuts and abrasions with waterproof dressings before contact with water.

Ø  Avoid rubbing the eyes, nose and mouth during, and whilst working.

Ø  Wash all exposed skin after contact with soap and water or rigorous use of an antiseptic
jell. Repeat on hands before eating.

Ø  Do not put wet ropes, fishing lines or other objects in your mouth.

Ø  Should illness occur within two weeks of contact with canal or river water, inform your
doctor that you have been in contact with untreated water.

 5.8.5  ROPES
Mooring lines are attached to the stern dollies, the centre ring and the ‘T’ stud on the bow of the
boat.  All cordage, whether in use or not should be left neatly coiled, beginning at the standing
end and working towards the fag end, leaving them ready for immediate use or passing to assist-
ants on the bank.  It is seldom necessary to throw lines from the open deck.

Mooring lines are a potential trip hazard.  On the stern deck of the Pamela May, the mooring line,
when not in use, should have its coil hung from the stern rail, clear of the deck, with its lead pass-
ing outboard over the rail and on to the appropriate dolly.
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5.8.6:   GENERAL

v Watch out for collisions – and if you are going to bump, warn your crew and passengers.

v Keep the boat tidy.

v Don’t jump off the boat when mooring. Step off when the boat has stopped.

v Wear non – slip deck shoes. Beware.  All mooring pontoons, and landing stages are slippery
when wet. A grass bank is always slippery!

v Take extra care on towpaths at night.  Always use a torch.

v Don’t cruise in strong stream conditions – tie up securely, watch for changes in water level
and adjust your mooring ropes as necessary.

v Make sure your boat has enough power to cope with the strength of the stream or tide.

v Steer clear of weirs.

If any steerer has doubts about their ability to negotiate any hazard, they are not to make
the attempt, but are to call the boat Operations Manager forthwith for advice.

5.9  TRIP LOG, DEFECT LOG AND MESSAGE LOG

5.9.1  TRIP LOG
See next page. To be completed at the end of each trip and handed to the Operations Manager
within three days..
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Details of Accidents or Incidents: -

Any aspect likely to cause a delay of the operations of the Pamela May is to be reported to the Operations
Manager immediately.

5. 9. 1 PAMELA MAY - TRIP LOG - (FOR EACH TRIP)

Date: - Skipper

Trip Departure Time: Crew

Trip Return Time: Crew
Number of Passengers:

Number of Wheel Chairs Start Up Checks Completed
Number of Disabled People

Number under 12 months

Reason for trip Time Engine On:

Passenger Organisation Time Engine Off
ROUTE DESTINATION Total Engine Hours:

Trip Narrative

Defect Summary: Put details in the Defect Log

Engine Diesel Dip at end
of Trip (cm)
Moneys taken on board boat    £
Cash:

Cheques Leaving checks complete:-

Confirm above is correct: Skippers Signature

New Skipper takes over Who:
When

Confirm additional Information above is Correct Signed:

Skipper to take this sheet and any monies to the Operations Manager
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5.9.2  DEFECT LOG
The Defect Log is held in the boat alongside the Trip Log above the rear seat and the Operations
Manager or Maintenance engineer is to be informed immediately

DATE DEFECT REPORTED
BY

ACTION TAKEN ACTION BY DATE
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5.9.3    COMMUNICATION LOG

Notes for the next user of the boat will be written in a booklet stored in the same rack as the other
logs.

5.10:   SIGNALS
5.10.1:   Horn Blasts:
One long blast:  Warning at blind bends, tunnels and junctions.

Very short blip:  Warning to fishermen.

One short blast:  I am turning right (starboard).

Two short blasts:  I am turning left (port).

Three short blasts:  I am going astern.

Four short blasts, then a pause and one short blast:  I am turning around to my right
(starboard).

Four short blasts, then a pause and two short blast: I am turning around to my left (port).

Five or more short blasts:  Your intentions are unclear, or are you taking sufficient
avoiding action?

+

+

5.10.2:   HAND SIGNALS

Hand signals are to be avoided where possible. Only the Skipper should give hand
signals and restrict it to what his boat indents to do. The crew should not give hand
signals unless directed by the Skipper.
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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL
PART 6.0: EMERGENCY PROCEDURES WITH BOAT AND
PASSENGERS - INCLUDING AT LOCKS AND TUNNELS

DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED

6.1  ILLNESS OR MINOR ACCIDENT ABOARD

If the situation cannot be stabilised with use of the First Aid Kit then depending on
the seriousness turn back or call emergency services as indicate in Part 8. Report
breathing, bleeding and pulse rate.

6.2  GAS LEAK

6.2.1  If a gas cooker has been left on and it is thought that someone has been poisoned by
carbon monoxide then apply resuscitation if not breathing. Other-wise if unconscious but
breathing well, put in recovery position. In both cases send for emergency services.
If early signs which include headaches, dizziness, tiredness, sickness, and other flu–like
symptoms, see a doctor as soon as possible.

6.2.2 The bottled gas used for cookers, fridges and heaters is heavier than air, if there’s a leak, it’ll
build up in the bottom of the boat. A small spark will ignite this gas.
If you can smell gas. Close the shut off valve and open windows, hatches or doors to ventilate the
area as much as possible. Turn the engine off and put out naked flames, cookers, pilot lights and
cigarettes. Evacuate the boat if possible. Don’t switch anything electrical on or off, including lights
and the bilge pump, until you’re sure the gas has dispersed. Find the problem and get it put right
before you turn the gas on again

6.3  ENGINE OR PROPULSION FAILURE

6.3.1  If the engine stops without warning or propeller not working, put the control lever in neutral,
press the ‘STOP’ button, remove the engine key and check the following:-
- anything wrapped around the propeller, Remove obstruction using the procedure in Part 3.
- the propeller rotates the engine.
-  battery working.
-  check control lever is operating the engine.
- check fuel level.
- overheated engine
- Check cooling water level.
-  excessive oil leak.

If the fault cannot be fixed contact the Service Engineer, details in Part 8.
If possible move the boat to the tow path and moor up to do the checks. Tow the boat to the
nearest escape mooring (see Part 8) whilst waiting for help.
Keep the passengers informed.

6.4  BATTERY OR ELECTRIC FAILURE

Check for low engine start up power. If engine starts make sure battery is being powered - high
revs. Other-wise get a new battery.
If a sudden loss of power check for disconnected leads. If possible reconnect after isolating the
battery.
If the fault cannot be fixed use the procedure in the second paragraph of 6.3 above.
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6.5  SERIOUS COLLISION
In the event of a serious collision which inflicts damage sufficient to create the risk of flooding and
sinking, a risk of personal injury to passengers and crew will also be present. It is therefor
important to get all passengers ashore BEFORE any treatment to injuries is attempted, with the
exception of treatment to arterial injuries where bleeding is free and uncontrolled. Temporary
padding may be applied to the wound and the casualty removed from the boat as soon as
possible.
If someone falls overboard follow the procedure in 6.8 immediately.
Evacuation and emergency help procedures are in Part 8.
6.6  FIRE
6.6.1  Engine Fire: If the fire’s in the engine space don’t open the main access door or hatch –
the air will only feed the fire. On the Pamela May discharge a CO2 gas or dry powder fire
extinguisher through a small opening in the top right engine access door and also into the centre
hole of the engine compartment cover. Press the ‘STOP’ button on the engine control panel to to
electrically stop the engine, also pull the fuel isolator knob situated on the inside of the starboard
rear bulkhead and turn off the main gas bottle in the bow locker.

6.6.5 GENERAL:  Act quickly – fire spreads rapidly! Put your fire action plan into practice! Alert
everyone onboard to move to a safe location and evacuate if possible. Call the fire service.
If someone’s clothes are alight, quickly lie them face down so the flames rise away from their face.
Smother the flames with a blanket or wet jacket laid away from their face.
Use the Toilet Door as a fire barrier when appropriate.
Turn off gas and electricity if possible.
The cabin will become smoke logged during a fire. All personnel MUST keep their heads as low
down and as near to the cabin sole as possible in the boat during the time they are awaiting their
turn to disembark. This is because it is probable that a smoke base, a few inches or so above the
level of the deck will exist. Keeping mouths and noses in this clear air will enable persons to
breathe without inhaling smoke.
If necessary, evacuate the boat and get help using the procedure in Part 6.9
STARVE the fire by removing one of the following: the fuel, oxygen or heat

F.I.R.E.: 1. Find. 2. Inform. 3. Restrict. 4. Extinguish

* Gas isolators are at the forward gas locker and at the top of the cupboard under the gas hob in
the galley.
 *Diesel fuel cut off is the pull stop on the inside of the starboard rear bulkhead.
* Electricity isolators at the ignition switch and at the red isolator key beneath the stern deck. Trip
switches are located on the inside of the rear bulkhead of the back cabin, starboard side at eye
level.
* After evacuating the boat, close all doors and windows if possible and leave the boat yourself.
* Cool the outside of the boat with water in the vicinity of the fire.
* Prevent other people or vessels approaching the fire until the emergency services give the all

6.6.2  FIRE IN THE GALLEY AREA:  Use a fire blanket on pan fires and fire extinguishers on
other fires.
Turn off the gas at the main bottle in the bows. Also turn off the electric and water pump at the two
switches by the draining board. Open the Toilet door to act as a fire barrier to the Passenger cabin
If necessary, evacuate the boat and get help using the procedure in Part 6.9
6.6.3  FIRE IN THE MAIN PASSENGER CABIN: Turn off the gas at the main bottle in the bows.
Attack the fire with the fire extinguisher. Turn off the electricity.
If necessary, evacuate the boat and get help using the procedure in Part 6.9

6.6.4  FIRE IN THE TOILET: Evacuate the toilet and attack fire with extinguisher. Turn off gas
and electricity.
If necessary, evacuate the boat and get help using the procedure in Part 6.9
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6.7:  SINKING
Try and get to a safe mooring on the tow path. If not: -

6.7.1  IN THE CANAL: The depth of water is likely to be less than 4.5 ft, hence get passengers
onto the roof for rescue from a passing boat. Or, if isolated, stretch a line from the boat to the bank
and assist passengers to wade ashore.

6.7.2  IN A TUNNEL: If it becomes necessary to evacuate the boat inside a tunnel, the
passengers and crew will need to wade or swim towards the nearest portal. The exit direction will
be marked on the tunnel wall by arrows which indicate the nearest entrance/exit point. Cold
water shock and hypothermia may become a problem during this type of evacuation due to the
length of time people will be in the water and personnel are to be encouraged to stay together and
in physical contact with each other during their move. Crews are to inflate their personal floatation
devices and are to alternate with passengers in the evacuation line. A life buoy should be given to
support children in the water and the Skipper should be the last person to leave the boat.

6.7.3  IN A LOCK: Every effort should be made to avoid flooding; see procedure 5.5.
If the boat is caught on the lock structure, one blast on the whistle should close the paddles and
stop the boat tipping and flooding.
If caught on the lock seal or hung from the topside gate going down the lock, then three blasts
should open the opposite (up) paddles and lift the boat.
If the bows or stern are caught on the gate going up the lock then two blasts will open the opposite
(down) paddles and lower the water.
If this does not work and the boat is definitely sinking  lower the water in the lock as quick as
possible. Get the passengers on the roof and escape up the lock side ladder

6.7.4  OVER OR ON A WEAR

Wet evacuations are extremely unlikely, but would occur if the boat was washed into a weir and
became stuck in mid-stream. If it is possible to land someone, they should, if practicable, take a
rope ashore with them, or have one passed to them when they have reached the bank, using the
heaving line method. The head and stern ropes, joined together, should provide a line of sufficient
length to form a jack-stay and reach between the boat and the bank. Passengers and crew might
then be able to leave the boat, wearing a personal floatation device, and using the jackstay line as
a safety rope.
However, in such circumstances, it will normally be preferable to await the arrival of the
emergency services before an attempt to leave the boat is made under their direction and control.
The above evacuation method should only be attempted when there is a danger of the boat
capsizing.

6.8:  MAN OVERBOARD

6.8.1  IN SHALLOW SLOW MOVING WATER: Before you do anything else, take a deep breath and
think. Don’t panic, don’t jump in – and don’t let others jump in. The water is very cold even in summer.
Keep sight of the person in the water at all times.
On narrow canals and slow, shallow rivers
Put the engine into neutral. Don’t reverse the boat – the person in the water could be dragged in to the
propeller.
Throw a line or life-buoy and tell them to try to stand up – if it’s a canal, they might be able to walk out.
Steer the boat slowly to the bank and get one of the crew or passenger to help the person ashore.

6.8.2:  IN DEEP or WIDE or FAST WATER: Throw a life-buoy or line and steer your boat
carefully and slowly to approach the person in the water. Keep a constant watch ensure your
propeller is well away from them. Stop the propeller immediately by selecting neutral gear if there
is a risk of them getting too close to it.
Pull them into the side of the boat and help them inboard with a rope or pole.
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6.8.3:   IN A LOCK - (MAN OVERBOARD: MOB)
-   Stop engine
-   Close all paddles
-   Throw a line/life-buoy to the MOB
-   Do not jump in
-   Place other life-buoys at strategic points to prevent crushing
-   Get MOB to lock wall ladder
-   If the MOB cannot get out and can float, raise the level of water to bring the MOT to the top of
the lock where he or she can be pulled out
-   Get help from the lock keeper
-   Treat for exposure and potential Weil’s disease.

6.8.4:  GENERAL:  (In order of importance)

1. Deploy life-buoy
2. Call emergency services. See part 8
3. Nominate a person to watch the victim or if unconscious, to enter water and enable victim to

breath
4. Steer boat to bank side and secure.
5. Extract victim from water
6. Render first aid
7. Dry off victim and warm using foil blanket
8. Treat for potential Weil’s disease.

6.9  EMERGENCY PASSENGER EVACUATION PROCEDURE

If it is deemed necessary to evacuate all personnel from the boat during an emergency, the boat
must, if possible, be steered to the towpath bank and secured or held alongside to enable
passengers and crew to disembark safely.
The order of disembarking should, where possible, allow all able bodied persons to disembark
first, giving priority to mothers with children.
Any disabled persons may then be taken from the boat by the crew and with any other assistance
available to them.
The rear exit should be used where ever possible as more care is required to exit from the front.

If the rear exit is blocked, say by a galley or engine fire, the the following procedure is advised:

*  Open the toilet door to provide a fire barrier.

*  Open the front exit doors and roof hatch. An able bodied passenger or crew member should get out first
to help  mothers and children etc to reach the bank or get to safely into the water.

*  Open the side windows to let smoke escape and also give an extra escape access.

*  Three of the most active members should be organised to help immobile passengers through the exit
head first by pulling the arms and pushing the legs.

*  Let the emergency services take over as soon as they arrive.
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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL
Part 7.0: Safety Equipment and Location

DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED

SAFETY ITEM LOCATION
1 Boarding Ramp On Starboard side of Lift
2 Electric Isolation Key Under Stern Deck Hatch -big red switch
3 Fire Extinguishers (4) Rear Starboard Side of Passenger cabin and

rear port side of Galley.
4 Fire Mat Hanging by First Aid Kit
5 First Aid Kit Hanging on Bulkhead at eye level over Sink
6 Foil Blankets Hanging by First Aid Kit
7 Engine Stop Button On Starboard side of Main Door- outside.
8 Gas  Isolation Valve Under hatch on Bows
9 Hook Pole and Punt Pole Along brackets on Port Side Galley Wall..

10 Log books + Information leaflets On Shelf over Sink
11 Life Buoys with rope On Floor on Port Side Galley Wall..
12 Life Jackets On Hooks on inside rear Bulkhead.
13 Propeller Fowling Cutting Equipment In Cupboard Below Sink
14 Weed Hatch At Rear Under Rear Deck Hatch
15 Whistle Hanging with Life Jackets
16 Torch In Drawer By Sink
17 Orange Flag Above Sink
18 Fuel isolation button On the inside of the starboard rear bulkhead

Front Exit Door/Hatch
Engine

Rear Main Door/Hatch

Lift (or Steps)

Propeller

Battery

Toilet

Toilet Fire Barrier Door

Sink Rudder

9

14

15

14

13

Gas Bottles 16 12

11

10

8

76

5 4

3

3

2

1

Water Pump & Light Switches

17

18
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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL

PART 8.0:  LOCAL AREA EVALUATION AND EMERGENCY
SERVICES PLAN: (Guide for Emergency Stops and Contact Information)

DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED
Registered Charity Number: 1149844    Company Number: 7662700    www.droitwichcanals.co.uk

8.1: EMERGENCY CONTACT LIST

EMERGENCY SERVICES 112 or 999

WEST MERCIA POLICE 03003 333 000

AMBULANCE 01905 763333

FIRE & RESCUE SERVICE 01905 725019

CANAL AND RIVER TRUST (CRT) 0800 4799947 HELPLINE

TOM PEDLOW  Mechanical/electrical Breakdown & repairs: 0773 7649587 or 01905 778676

SANDY LAIRD 01905 773620, Operations Manager/Director 0770 817 3521

DENISE WENSLEY 01905 771326 or Bookings and Admin:  07900 406 987

PAM DAVEY  Chairman of the Trust:  01905 773289

PETER DANIELS: Crew Control Manager:  01905 794878,  07836 609386

Bridge
No.

Access:
Vehicle
/Foot

Name Latitude Longitude Ordnance Map
Reference
E           N

Post Code Comments

20 Foot Barge Lock
Swing Bridge

52o

16.17’N
2o 8.68’W E

390216
N

263495
WR9 8LR Lock mooring good for

good for access to road

19 Foot Grazbrook
Swing Bridge

52o

16.12’N
2o

8.84’W
E

390039
N

263402
WR9 8EL Opposite Waitrose

18 Closed
to foot
traffic

Annies Swing
Bridge

Permanently open to
boats; access to road only

via adjacent bridges.

17 Foot Fox Alley
Swing Bridge

Opposite Waitrose west
Car Park

16 Vehicle Railway Inn
Union Road

52o

16.23’N
2o

9.22’W
E

389607
N

263620
WR9 9AY Easy access west of bridge

to Union Road

8.3:      BRIDGE ACCESS POINTS FOR THE DROITWICH BARGE CANAL

9.2:   Use the Orange Flag to aid the Emergency Services arriving at the access location.
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Bridge
No.

Access:
Vehicle
/Foot

Name Latitude Longitude Ordnance Map
Reference
E           N

Post Code Comments

15 Railway No Road Access
14 Railway No Road Access

13 Vehicle Salwarpe
Road, by

British Legion

52o

16.23’N
2o

9.43’W
E

389360
N

263632
WR9 9BH Difficult to moor

12 Foot Westacre Difficult to moor

11 Vehicle Briar Mill 52o

15.9’N
2o

9.90’W
E

388828
N

263019
WR9 0JA Difficult to moor

10 Foot Valley Way Difficult to moor

9 Vehicle Ombersley
Way

52o

15.65’N
2o

10.32’W
E

388353
N

262534
WR9 0RW Difficult to moor

8 Vehicle Roman Way -
By Pass

52o

15.55’N
2o

10.55’W
E

388084
N

262361
Difficult to moor

7 Vehicle Salwarpe
Village

52o

15.37’N
2o

11.07’W
E

387497
N

262007
WR9 0AH Long way to road

6 Vehicle Ladywood 52o

14.85’N
2o

11.68’W
E

386801
N

261069
WR9 0AJ Easy access to road

5 Vehicle Porters Mill
Lock

52o

14.52’N
2o

12.22’W
E

386198
N

260439
WR9 0AN Road Access

4 Vehicle Mildenham
Lock - Egg Lane

52o

14.63’N
2o

12.97’W
E

385335
N

260675
WR9 0AW Road Access

3 Foot Linacre Isolated original Brindley
Bridge -No access.

2 Vehicle A449 Hawford
Dual Carriageway

52o

14.23’N
2o

13.52’W
E

384704
N

259939
WR3 7SE Difficult to moor and

some distance from road.

1 Foot Hawford,
Lock 2

Long difficult access to
road

8.2:  Continued - Bridge Access Points for the Droitwich Barge Canal

NOTE:  we need to identify locations other than bridges where mooring and road access exists.
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Extract from ‘THE
DROITWICH CANALS

NAVIGATION &
VISITOR GUIDE’ pub.

by Droitwich Canals
Trust

THE
DROITWICH

BARGE
CANAL

PAMELA MAY TRIP -
FROM VINES PARK TO
LADYWOOD
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MAP FROM LADYWOOD TO THE RIVER SEVERN AT HAWFORD (TRIP 4)
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Bridge
No.

Access:
Vehicle
/Foot

Name Latitude Longitude Ordnance Map
Reference
E           N

Post Code Comments

1 Vehicle Westfield 52o

15.88’N
2o

6.92’W
E

392225
N

262966
WR9 7FB Exit to road on tow path

on west side of bridge.

2 Vehicle Droitwich
Rugby Club

52o

15.95’N
2o

7.45’W
E

391620
N

263094
WR9 7DU Difficult to moor

3 Private
Vehicle

Lock 4/5 Gate to road may be
locked

4 Foot Entrance to M5
Tunnel

Moor at Lock 6. Short
route to B4090

5 Vehicle M5 Motorway
Tunnel

WR9 7EJ Emergency mooring exit
on west side of tunnel

6 Vehicle Impney Way 52o

16.03’N
2o

8.08’W
E

360894
N

263226
WR9 7EJ Emergency mooring exit

on east side: as bridge 5

7 Vehicle Swan Drive 52o

16.10’N
2o

8.33’W
E

390616
N

263354
WR9 8WA Moor up at Lock 7

Shortest to  road: go east

8 Vehicle Chapel Bridge
Bromsgrove

Road

52o

16.17’N
2o

8.63’W
E

390269
N

263488
WR9 8LP Mooring and road on east

side of bridge

8.3:  BRIDGE ACCESS TO THE DROITWICH JUNCTION CANAL

PAMELA MAY TALK - FROM VINES PARK TO HANBURY WARF

Extract from ‘THE
‘DROITWICH

CANALS
NAVIGATION &

VISITOR GUIDE’ pub.
by Droitwich Canals

WORCESTER &
BIRMINGHAM CANAL -

FIVE MILE POUND
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Bridge
No.

Access:
Vehicle
/Foot

Name Latitude Longitude Ordnance Map
Reference
E           N

Post Code Comments

35 Vehicle B4090
Eagle & Sun

Moor along-side the Eagle
& Sun Pub

34 Foot Coffin 52o

15.88’N
2o

06.91’W
E

392225
N

262966
WR9 7FB Long way to road by foot.

Not easy to moor
33 Foot Hazdor Difficult to moor.

Very long way to road

32 Foot Hammond’s 52o

 15.57’N
2o

7.17’W
E

391942
N

262364
WR9 7EX Difficult to moor.

Long way to road.

31 Vehicle Shernal Green,
Hay Lane

52o

14.97’N
2o

07.29’W
E

391798
N

261257
WR9 7JS Road access

Foot Dunhamstead
Tunnel

E
391933

N
260447

WR9 7NB Difficult to moor both
north & south of tunnel
plus a long way to road

only to the west.
30 Vehicle Dunhamstead

Trench Lane
52o

14.31’N
2o

 07.33’W
E

391751
N

260048
WR9 7NB Good Emergency exit.

Fir Tree Inn & Brook Line

8.3:   BRIDGE ACCESS POINTS FOR THE WORCESTER/BIRMINGHAM CANAL

For more information south of this point (beyond boat trip Number 3), see Appendix VII of the ‘Operational Best Practice and Safety Procedures’

PAMELA MAY TRIP -
FROM HANBURY

WHARF TO
DUNHAMSTEAD

Extract from
Nicholson’s Waterways

Guide 2

WORCESTER &
BIRMINGHAM

CANAL - FIVE MILE
POUND
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Issued by the Trustees of The Droitwich Waterways (Pamela May) Trust Ltd: - Issue 1 - Oct 2013

PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL

PART 9.0: BANK CREW DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED
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9.1:  ROLE ONE:  EVENT TRIPS

9.1.1: Help carry equipment in the Pamela May for the DWT sales gazebo and assist with assembly
            and packing up.
9.1.2: Wear a DWT tabard at all times.
9.1.3: Help moor up and dispatch the Pamela May. Ref. Part - 5.7.2, 5.8.4 & 5.8.5: :
9.1.4: Help open and enclose swing bridges, as directed.  Ref. Part: 5.3
9.1.5: Assist with the activities of the Sales Gazebo as requested, e.g. selling trip tickets etc.
9.1.6: Entertain the public queuing for the boat and encourage  membership.
9.1.7:  Assist passengers to embark or disembark. Ref: Part - 2.2
9.1.8: Record the number of passengers on each trip. Ensure a maximum number of twelve
            passengers per trip (excluding children under twelve months old).
9.1.9:   Keep the landing area safe and clear of obstructions.
9.1.10: Return float, cash, stock and documentation to person in charge of the gazebo.

9.2:  ROLE TWO:  ON BOARD THE PAMELA MAY AS PART OF THE DECK CREW

9.2.1:  Have a good knowledge of Part 2 and Parts 5.1.2, 5.1.3, 517, 5.1.8, 5.1.9, 5.3, 5.5.2, 5.5.3,
            5.7.2, 5.8.4, 5.8.5 and 5.1.6.
9.2.2:   Handle mooring, gates and paddles at locks.
9.2.3:   Wear a DWT Tabard. Also a floatation jacket if on a route with locks. (Subject to discussion).

9.0:  THE BANK CREW are responsible to the Skipper of the Pamela May.

Part 9.0 - Bank Crew Duties and Responsibilities:
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10:  DECK CREW

The Deck Crew are responsible to the Skipper during operations of the Pamela May and should be
trained capable of carrying out the following duties:

10.1:   Looking after passengers as defined in Part 2.0

10.2:   Help the steerer (if not the skipper) to handle boat satisfactory throughout its operation as
defined in section 5.0.

10.3:   Have been trained to be competent with the Emergency Procedures defined in Part 6.0

10.4:   Be able to give a Passenger Safety Address as outlined in Part 4.0

10.5:   Be able to give a trip commentary as outlined in Part 13

10.6:   Be capable of being steerer if requested by the Skipper.

10.7:   Be capable of preparing light refreshments (tea/coffee).

10.8:   Help clean and tidy the boat after a trip.

10.9:  Be in possession of a fully charged mobile phone.

10.10: Wear a DWT tabard. Also a life jacket if on a route with locks. (Subject to discussion)

Part 10.0 - Deck Crew Duties and Responsibilities:
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11:  SKIPPER

11.1: The Skipper is responsible to the Operations Manager and the Trust for overall care of the
Pamela May, Passengers and crew.

11.2: The Skipper must hold an Inland Waterways Association Certificate of Boat Management for
Small Passenger Boats- powered vessels carrying 12 passengers or less  on Category A  waters.

11.3: Responsible to ensure that the crew understand their duties and the passengers are made
welcome and fully informed.

11.4: Wear a DWT tabard, a fully charged mobile phone and a whistle. A life jacket should also be
worn when on a route with locks (this is open to debate)

11.5: Understand and be competent in carrying out the functions described in all parts of this
manual.

11.6: Complete the start and finish check sheets. Also complete the Trip Log, Defects Log and
Message Log.

11.7: Responsible to liaise with the Bookings Manager to verify details of the trip and to liaise with
the customer a few days before the booked date to resolve any problems.

11.8: Collect any monies and pass to the Operations manager along with the trip log.

Part 11.0 - Skipper’s Duties and Responsibilities:
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12.1: Bookings

Pamela May is operated by volunteers with no office. Details of trips and how to make a booking can
be found on the web page www.pamelamay.org.uk and on printed leaflets which have been
distributed to community charity groups and care homes.
The web page provides a direct link to view available dates on http://bookings.pamelamay.org.uk and
a direct link to open an email page :- bookings@pamelamay.org.uk. Initial enquiries should be
through email, or by leaving a spoken or text message on mobile telephone 07938571809 which is
unmanned.

Enquirers should leave a contact name and landline telephone number. A Bookings Administrator will
telephone back, usually within 24 hours, to discuss details.
Normally, trips require a minimum of 14 days notice for the Trust to arrange crew, but in certain
circumstances, on shorter trips, the notice period may be less.

Bookings by Trust Members
Trust members who receive an enquiry from a customer can either leave a message as above or
telephone directly to the private telephone number of the Bookings Administrator which can be found
in the Trust's contact list.

Bookings Administrator
On receipt of an enquiry, the Bookings Administrator will make contact with the customer to discuss
details of the trip. This will include:

I):   The type of booking, ie, private or charity and the name of the organisation.
Ii):  The date, time, and duration of the trip.
Iii): The price applicable for that booking and arrangements for payment. This usually comprises of a

£25 deposit to secure the booking, and the balance to be paid within 5 days of the trip. The
preferred method of payment is by cheque payable to 'Droitwich Waterways (PM) Trust Ltd.'

Iv): The group leaders name and contact details, expected number of passengers, details of infirm
passengers and or wheelchair users.

V): The trip route with pick up and drop off points, but usually Vines Park.
Vi): Any other information such as special needs.

The Bookings Administrator will enter details of the trip onto the bookings web page which
is password protected. This will comprise of:-

I):    Date, start time and end time.
Ii):   Name and contact details of the customer
iii):  Number of passengers, including details of wheelchair users.
Iv): Special notes relevant to the trip.

The Bookings Administrator will advise the Operations Manager of the trip.

Issued by the Trustees of Droitwich Waterways (Pamela may) Trust Limited:- Issue ‘1’ - Oct 2013
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The Bookings Administrator will bank all monies received for trips and produce and maintain an
auditable record detailing trip date, contact name, cheque number, and date of money being banked.

At certain times, when the Bookings Administrator is on holiday, the mobile telephone and
bookings responsibilities will pass to the Operations Manager or other delegated person.

12.2:   Operations Manager

The Operations Manager will contact volunteers and decide on crew for the trip. Trips to Ladywood
will require two crew. Trips that go through locks will require three crew. Longer trips of more than 5
hours duration may require a change of crew at the turning point.

The Operations Manager will allocate crew to the trip comprising of 'Skipper’, 'Narrator', and 'Deck
Crew', and enter their names onto the bookings web page. This part of the bookings web page is not
available for viewing by the general public and can only be accessed by password.

Crew can log on to the bookings web page and ascertain details of the trip including other information
such as special needs. The password to log on the bookings web page is all lower case and one
word; which is available from the Operations Manager.

To avoid confusion and errors, only the Bookings Administrator, Operations Manager, and delegated
persons should make entries onto the bookings web page.

The Skipper should contact their customer at least 48 hours before the trip to introduce
themselves and finalise arrangements.

12.3:   Crew Rosters

Crew rosters are administered by the Operations Manager. They will not follow a strict order since
volunteers have commitments which make them unavailable to crew the boat at various times.
Arrangements, will however, attempt to share the crewing commitments as equally as possible
throughout the season bearing these constraints in mind.

Crew nominees are taken from the pool of volunteers who have undergone training to qualify them to
operate the Pamela May. Crew members will, where possible, be made up from the pool of
volunteers who meet the requirements stated in Parts 9.0, 10 and 11. Or who are intending to
become qualified Skippers and who will gain experience towards this from crewing the boat.

A record will be kept by the Operations Manager, of the hours given up by volunteers in
order to crew the Pamela May.
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DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED
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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL
TRIP COMMENTARIES

PART 13.1:

Bernard Clements And The Pamela May
(How the Boat Started)

The Pamela May narrow boat is a Charity Trip boat sailing on the recently
opened Droitwich Canals. The boat was the inspiration of Bernard Clements who
recognised the benefits to the elderly and infirm of visits to the great outdoors.
Bernard initially organised visits from residents of residential homes to his garden at
Hanbury. However, his dream was to take people on boat trips along the Worcester to
Birmingham Canal. Then in 1994, May Ward, widow of Freddie Ward the
Worcestershire fast Bowler, left him a legacy and this made his dream a reality. The
boat was built and launched at Hanbury Wharf  (company name Saraband) in 1995. It
was named Pamela May after Bernard’s wife, Pamela, and May Ward.

Bernard Clements was born in 1917 in Quinton, the fourth and youngest son of
John Clements, a postman, and he went to school in Rubery.

He left school at 14 without academic qualifications and joined “Clements
Brothers”, the firm his three older brothers had started in 1930. The firm did sign
writing and made advertising posters. At that time, the Cinema Industry was
beginning to boom, and they made posters (eventually silk screen printed)
advertising each new film as it was shown. They went on to do shop displays and
stands for exhibitions. A number of the largest brewers commissioned them to make
mobile bars for exhibitions and fairs. Industrial companies ordered exhibition stands
to be built and some were in overseas locations like Russia. They became skilled
carpenters and tradesmen, and eventually some 250 people were employed by the
firm. Most customers were in marketing and advertising.  Companies like Bass,
Hotpoint, Cadbury and Austin were on their client list. The craftsmen were recognised
as among the finest in the business, and the Company built a fine reputation for
quality work, and one of the best employers in Bromsgrove.
As the youngest brother, Bernard swept out the factory and made the tea to start
with, but with his sharp mind, quickly learnt the business.

In the Second World War, Bernard joined the army and was commissioned as a
Lieutenant in the Middlesex Regiment. He served in the Faroe Islands, as there was a
German threat to invade them.

After the war, he joined his brothers in the Family firm, and became Works
manager. The company was split into two – “Clements Brothers Displays” and
“Clements Brothers Exhibitions”.

 All the employees were devoted to the Company and Bernard cared for them in
return and took an interest in their personal lives. It was a fine example of Capitalism
at its best. For example, Bernard advised one employee about buying his first house,
and took the shy young carpenter to meet an Estate Agent friend, who found a very
nice house he could afford. He heard that the young daughter of one employee had
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been to Spain and had a knack for languages, so he arranged for her to have private
French and German lessons, which he paid for, and this led to a University degree
and a career as a linguist. Another remembers Bernard noticed he was in agony with
a wisdom tooth, and Bernard immediately took him to his own dentist in Rubery, who
split it and extracted it. Bernard then drove the now pain free man via Longbridge to
pick up the employee’s wife and take them home. Another employee, Ted Johnston,
said it was a wonderful firm to work for.

The elder brothers died early but they all remained close friends and partners.
Bernard became Chairman of the Company, with Alf Beddow as Managing Director, till
it was sold.

Bernard was extremely sociable and entertained customers and friends
generously. There were many occasions when he arranged for the firm’s craftsmen to
help people sort out home building problems. His generosity and good deeds were a
hallmark of the man. After he retired, he was a regular visitor at the old Bromsgrove
General Hospital and specially Ward 18 which was for “long term elderly men”. Staff
nurse Amanda Ward, remembers, every week he took in baskets of exotic fruits,
which most of them had never seen. He also brought in bottles of beer and whiskey
“to cheer them up”. For the wedding of Prince Andrew and Fergie, he threw a ward
party which remained “memorable” for many years. He knew the name of all the
nurses and staff as well as the patients.

Both during his active years and in retirement, Bernard “invented” things, and
was always most creative.

When the Pamela May was being planned, he built wooden models of the boat
and the internal layout and furnishing, so that the build went smoothly.
After the boat was launched, Bernard formed the Pamela May Trust in 1995. This was
re-formed after his death in 1997, with Bernard’s son Ian, and daughter Sue, and Ben
Lee becoming trustees. Day to day running was undertaken by Ben Lee and a small
group of volunteers who provided two hour trips totalling more than 150 trips a year
for small parties of the elderly and disabled from local nursing homes.

Following Ben’s death in 2005 the boat was transferred to the Droitwich Canals
Trust. Sailings took place along the Worcester and Birmingham Canal from the Trust’s
mooring at Hanbury Wharf and then ultimately from the Netherwych Basin at
Droitwich. She was transferred to the Droitwich Waterways (Pamela May) Trust in
July 2011, when the restored canals were opened.

Today, the Pamela May team run four boat trips starting from Kidderminster
Road opposite the Railway Inn or from Vines Park.

1. These are to Salwarpe and Ladywood Lock.
2. To Hanbury Wharf
3. To Dunhampstead
4. To the river Severn at Hawford

Passengers are from residential homes, local schools and the general public. Crews
are composed entirely of volunteers, trained by professional trainers to a high
standard of competency and have obtained recognised boat handling certificates.
Because of the Charitable nature of the Trust, the Pamela May is not financially viable
on its own and needs the support of the other Trust activities and its Patrons.

Patrons are sought to support the Droitwich Waterways (Pamela May) Trust,
subscription £10.00 per annum. For further information please contact Cllr. Margaret
Rowley; 01905 345307, email AMargaretRowley@aol.com.

To book a trip contact www.pamelamay.org.uk and follow the e-mail links to
check free dates and e-mail a booking request, or leave a message on 0793857 1809.
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Pamela May talk
Vines Park to

Ladywood
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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL
PART 13.2:
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Extract from ‘THE
DROITWICH CANALS

NAVIGATION &
VISITOR GUIDE’ pub.

by Droitwich Canals

THE
DROITWICH

BARGE CANAL

PAMELA MAY
TALK - FROM
VINES PARK TO
LADYWOOD
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Swan

Coot

Read Warbler

Reed Bunting

Sedge Warbler

Snipe

Willow Warbler

Willow Tit

Kingfisher

Heron

Lapwing

Moorhen

Mallard

Look out for these birds on route

Shrew

Otter

Water Vole

Weasel

Brookweed

Burnet Saxifrage

Cowslip

Dittander

Hartstongue

Ladies Bedstraw

Lesser Sea-spurrey

Male Fern

Knapweed

Sea Club-rush

Sea Milkwort

Wild Celery

Salt Water Plants: -

Look out for these
fresh water plants: -

Spot these animals

AED 2011

Invasive Plants: -

Reeds: Canary Grass

Japanese Knotweed

HELP SUPPORT THE DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)  TRUST
RING: 01905 796632

THE DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY) TRUST-
PAMELA MAY’S CANAL JOURNEY

- - -  Tow Path
SW  Pill Weir
SB   Swing Bridge (Disused)
SLB   Siding Lane Bridge
WB   Westacre Bridge
WH  Winding Hole
SB   Signal Box
E   Embankment
SC   Salwarp Court
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DROITWICH

BARGE CANAL MAP:  1786

Barge
Canal

River
Salwarpe
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Information for a talk to passengers cruising from Vines Park in the
centre of Droitwich Spa to Ladywood Lock

PAMELA MAY:   TALK  - AT LOCATIONS:

Start – NETHERWICH BRIDGE – (Bridge Number 16)

Welcome to the tour on the famous Barge Canal taking us from the centre of Droitwich Spa to
Ladywood Lock Cottage. This is Droitwich Waterways (PM) Trust narrow boat, the Pamela May.
This boat was specially built by Bernard Clements to take the elderly, infirm and disadvantaged
out on the Worcester / Birmingham canal. It was named Pamela after his wife and May after Mary
Ward who left him a legacy to fund his dream. We are supported by many volunteers to crew this
boat so I hope you will have an enjoyable experience.

This canal is one of the first  built in England. Built by James Brindley in 1771. That was over 240
years ago. It flows six miles to the river Severn with eight locks locks. Lock eight starts the drop at
down to the river Severn at Ladywood so we will miss the excitement of using a lock unless this is
part of the schedule.

This particular part of the canal we are on now, known as the three mile summit pound, was
restored in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s by thousands of volunteer man hours. This was a wise
priority one action which created a land locked canal stretch with water and tow path activities
raising a great deal of money and interest for the next 25 years.

NETHERWICH RAILWAY TUNNEL (Bridge Number 15)
In 1967: - the railway bridge needed repairing and British Rail intended to remove the canal and
replace it with 3 ft conduit. The Droitwich Borough Council stepped in and bore the cost of a 16 ft
Armco tube containing a tow path – linking walkers from new housing estates to the Town Centre.
Even in those days, people like Max Sinclair were lobbying to restore the canal.

The tunnel and bridge we are about to enter did not exist until 100 years after this canal was built.
The first one is known as the Netherwich tunnel. As part of the requirement to involve the
community in producing works of art to obtain restoration funds, a group of young people were
involved in designing the plaques that can be seen on the towpath railings. There are other
plaques on the floor and a poem describing the work on a board around the corner.
Originally the tunnel was lit up with blue and green lighting. The lights have now been abandoned
due to vandalism. You can see their remains on the tow path and side. The designers were
restricted by not being able to mount anything on the wall of the bridge unless a large yearly
maintenance payment was paid to Railtrack. The lights were not allowed at dusk to avoid
disturbing the swarms of bats which feeding  on flying insects in the gap between the tunnel and
the bridge.
Have a good look on the return journey.

Unfortunately this tunnel is only ten feet wide, restricting boats 14 feet wide from coming any
further into Droitwich. This is a modern restoration bottleneck as this Barge canal was designed to
allow sea going barges 14 ft wide, with sails, to take salt direct to the continent.

BAT GAP AND SIGNAL BOX.
Look for the bats and an old Railway Signal Box.

NETHERWICH RAILWAY BRIDGE. (Bridge Number 14)
Look at the tow path lighting panels - destroyed by vandals.
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Note the brickwork pattern showing how the bridge was widened and built on a skew.

Just through the bridge is a small winding hole (a widening of the canal to allow boats to reverse.
This is essential for boats wider than 10 ft which cannot go through the railway tunnel. Let’s hope
these boats are not too long!

SALWARPE ROAD BRIDGE  (Bridge Number 13)

SEWAGE WORKS

After the abandonment of the canal in 1916 it is thought that a sewage works used part of the
canal alongside St Georges playing field. Aeration paddles were found during early restoration.

WESTACRE BRIDGE – FOOT BRIDGE (Bridge Number 12)

This foot bridge allows direct access to town shops for people on the Westland’s estate

On the left is Ledwich housing estate forming a ‘new’ western edge of the old town of Droitwich.
On our right is open space playing fields - King George’s Playing fields. These fields are mainly
football pitches and is bordered by the canal and the River Salwarpe, both too shallow to cause a
serious hazard. Next to football pitches is a large Leisure Centre incorporating the Town’s
Swimming pool. There you will see a  landing stage specially built for canoes.

SIDING LANE BRIDGE – BRIAR MILL (Number 11)

This bridge allows us to go under the road (Briar Mill) which leads to three schools; Droitwich
High, Westacre Middle and St Joseph’s Catholic Primary. This is the centre for sport and
education. The school laying fields can be seen over on the right.

Briar Mill leads North to the famous Monarch’s Way route. This was the route that Charles' II, took
when he escaped to France from the last Civil War battle at Worcester in 1651. He eventually
turned back from his escape route to Wales and after hiding in an Oak tree, eventually reached
Shoreham-by-Sea on the south coast. We will be meeting this route again when it travel along the
tow path on the other side of Salwarpe Village.

LITTLE HILL FOOT BRIDGE OR VALLEY WAY(Number 10)

Used mainly for leisure walking and cycling

OMBERSLEY WAY BRIDGE  (Number 9)

On the left, just before the bridge, is Siding Lane Basin. This area is full of reeds and so for now it
is a nature area; no moorings and not deep enough to use for boat turning.

A38  BYPASS ROAD BRIDGE  (ROMAN WAY) (Bridge Number 8)

This bridge allows the A38 Droitwich Spa by-pass road to cross the canal. This road forms the
western boundary of the town.
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After passing under the A38, the canal runs over the partially hidden Copcut Brook which flows
through a culvert under the canal. We now pass through the new nature reserve of Droitwich
woods and are now in the green belt.

SALWARPE SPILL MILL
Check out?

During the early restoration days in the 1970's, reeds sold to the West Midland Safari Park for
African Huts; also to Avoncroft Building Museum for thatching.

NEW REED BED:  CONEY MEADOWS

The Environment Agency and Wild Life Trust demanded that restoration should preserve and
enhance the amount of wild life. To this end a large area of land was purchased and thousands of
reeds planted into artificially created ponds- as you can see in the Coney Meadow Reed Beds on
our right.
This benefits water birds such as the reed warbler and reed bunting. And also the red crested
newt. There is a special restricted pathway for visitors to view wildlife.

SWING BRIDGES

We are now at the site of the ruins of the Salwarpe Court swing bridge.  This has the original
Brindley castings. In particular the turn table contains the first recorded application of caged ball
bearings.

During the restoration the remains of a special drawbridge door was found at the base of the
swing bridge.  This was thought to be originally installed by Brindley to seal off the canal if the
embankment was breached. However there is no record of them being used. In fact it is highly
unlikely that the door could be pulled up into place due the amount of force required to get it
unstuck it from the silt in the bed of the canal.

SALWARPE EMBANKMENT AND CUTTING

If you look at the map, you will see that the canal kinks at his point. It takes a sharp turn to the left
and runs through a deep cutting which would have been very difficult and time consuming to
achieve with the equipment they had in the 18th century. It also involved the construction of a high
and graceful road bridge. The effect has been to create one of the most beautiful locations in
Worcestershire.
This was not the original route planned by Brindley when he first surveyed the area. He had
planned to follow the natural contour line around the hill, close to the river Salwarpe.
Unfortunately, the local mill owner objected to the canal ruining his business by disturbing the
waterways. A mill was essential in those days for survival of the local population. As with many
attempts to make the Salwarpe fully navigate-able, the mill owners won their case.

The embankment had to be  made from special bricks imported from Belgium to East Anglia. First
class- frost free - bricks were required at this critical location. If the embankment collapsed,
draining of the canal and flood damage would be devastating. Although the Industrial Revolution
had broken out in England, it was early days and long lasting high quality items could only be
obtained from Europe.
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SALWARPE COURT MANOR HOUSE
Can be seen through the trees high on our left

The most noticeable resident was: Richard Beauchamp, 13th Earl of Warwick – born there in 1381
– became guardian of Henry V1.
 In 1510? The manor was bestowed to Catherine of Aragon as part of her short lived marriage to
Prince Arthur, brother of Henry V111. Catherine became the wife of Henry VIII after Arthur’s
death.
It then became the home of the Talbot family.

On our right is St Michael’s and all Angles in the centre of Salwarp village; well worth a visit.
The village was one of the last place to have stocks and a pillory.

SALWARPE BRIDGE (Number 7)

Holes are for scaffolding supports to repair the high arch brickwork.
The canals were the first places in England to install telegraph poles and the new electric
telegraph system. That is until about 1920 when many were removed due to canal owners
charging exorbitant rents. The early telephone system was very useful for lock keepers to inform
other lock keepers of oncoming boats.
The remains of the electric telegraph -a pair of insulators- can be seen on the side of this bridge.

Round the corner the tow path on our right, picks up Monarch’s Way which follows the canal all
the way to Porter’s Mill where it turns south to where Charles' II started out his escape from
Cromwell’s army at Worcester.

THE HILL END DISUSED SWING BRIDGE: like the swing bridge on the other side of
Salwarpe village both disused swing bridges are now no longer required.

LOCK COTTAGE – LADYWOOD

1770: Men building the lock complained of harsh conditions and supply of poor materials, went on
strike. The strike did not last long and the men were fined five shillings each.
Bear in mind that when the Tolpuddle Martyrs were convicted of striking in 1834, the leaders were
hanged.
Poor materials were found during the restoration demonstrating that the men had a valid
grievance finding work difficult.

This is the end of the journey, we will now let you off to explore the lock etc, etc

GOING BACK – RETURN JOURNEY

SALWARPE CHURCH

St Michael and All Angels – holds a copy of royal command during the last battle of the Civil War
from Charles 11 in 1651 – ‘bring tools for work on the defence of Worcester City’

In 1850 the village still had a whipping post and stocks on the green next to the bridge.

SALWARPE MILL was demolished in 1942. The Mill caused a major problem during the building
of the barge canal. The canal had to be diverted from it's originally surveyed route away from the
river where the mill was located which involved digging out the large valley between the church
and the manor house and building a long embankment on the sharp bend to support the edge of
the canal. However this created one of the most beautiful spots in Worcestershire.
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RIVER SALWARPE

From Roman occupation until the 16th Century the River Salwarpe was navigable from the river
Severn to Bromsgrove when the water level allowed. Flash locks were used to raise or lower the
boats and rafts to different levels. Along its length there were seven mills.
The river was more salty in the past, as the name suggests: SAL means Salt and WARP means
boat haulage.
The river became salty at Stoke Prior and called Salwarpe from there.

Evidence of stored contraband found in Bomsgrove showing evidence of smuggling up the river
Salwarpe.
In 1378 Richard 11 granted the bailiffs of Droitwich the right to levy tolls on River Salwarpe traffic.

1600: movement stopped.
1655: Captain Yarranton and Wall, spent £750 trying to make the river navigable and failed.
1670: Lord Windsor spent £779 and failed.
1673: Sir Timothy and sir Charles Baldwin failed.
1693: The Earls of Shrewsbury and Coventry tried and failed.

DROITWICH -origins of.

Romans called it salinae

Saxons called it saltwic   wic = an important trading centre.

Normans called it wich ref: 1086 in the domesday book

In the 4th century known as dryghtwych (later spelt droitwich)
Dryght either means ‘dirty’ or ‘royal’.

RETURN TO THE RAILWAY INN

The departing point was an old coal Wharf.

Opposite where the Amateur Boxing Club is, stood a Boat House in 1900, which hired out rowing
boats and berthed a steam pleasure cruiser named the ‘Coronation’.

NETHERWICH BRIDGE Bridge rebuilt in 1936
.– FINISH

ODD NOTES FOR THE JOURNEY BACK -or going out.

BARGE CANAL CONSTRUCTION:

The Barge canal was first built with locks take 64 craft’ long and 14’6’’ wide, 5’ 9’’ draft with a canal
width of 43’. The first craft was 20 tons square rigged trows. This was altered in 1823 to allow
longer 71’6’’, for 60 ton Wych barges to pass as there was an economic need for more tonnage
per boat.  This was to avoid the practise of transferring salt from ‘make weight boats’ to larger sea
going trows at the Severn end of the canal at Hawford.

The clay surface was puddle in without lime and without rubber ‘Wellington’ boots, (clogs were
used) so the navvies suffered from trench foot.  Vulcanised rubber was not discovered until 1840.
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Although Brinley designed the Barge Canal he was very busy building canals all over England. In
fact his assistant, Robert Whitworth, supervised the construction; with a local Droitwich man –
John Priddey acting as site engineer. John Priddey was paid £90 per year to do this job;
equivalent to about £80,000 p.a. in today’s money.

Special freeze resistant bricks were brought from East Anglia to build the spill weirs.

Before competition with road and railways, canals were built as far as possible following contour
lines; avoiding locks and tunnels. The latter was used to create shorter, faster journey’s

1806: a towpath was made to allow horses to pull the barges. Before the boats were man handled.

In 1830?  : the barge canal was widened, including the locks, to take larger barges. This avoided
reloading salt down at the Severn into boats capable of trading with Ireland, France and Spain.

In 1864 proposals were made to convert the canal in a railway line – this failed due to pressure
from other canal interests.

1874: The Sharpness New Docks and the Gloucester and Birmingham Navigation Company took
over the Worcester – Birmingham Canal and the Droitwich canals to ward off competition from the
railways.

1876: barge lock in vines park – rebuilt.
1903: rebuilt again due to subsidence.

1881:  The barge canal was dredged:  73,000 tons of silt was removed. In 1968 – 1984 the canal
restoration teams removed 300,000 tons.

1872:  Peak production of salt in Droitwich reached 120,000 tons per year.

BRINDLEY’S INNOVATIONS ON THE BARGE CANAL:

Silt trap – a trench running down the centre of the canal into which the silt was collected from
movement of passing barge traffic. The silt was then easier to dredge.

Lifting gates to trap water if the embankment of the canal at Salwarpe village collapsed.
These were found during the early part of the restoration having been buried under the silt for
more than 200 years. It is thought that they have never been lifted and possibly would not have
worked in an emergency due to the vast leverage required

Self closing Lock Gates:  Tilted Quoins on the bottom gates.

Special features were used on number 7 lock at Hawford. This had to take into account a 5 foot
variation water level due to tidal conditions of the River Severn.

Swing bridges were used to allow farmers to cross the canal just like some of the ‘cow – path’
bridges are used on today’s motorways.

JUNCTION CANAL

The Junction Canal was built at a time of intense competition between canal and railway interests
and was intended to support the Birmingham and Worcester Canal. Railways reached Stoke Prior
in 1841 and Droitwich in 1851 to help with the salt trade. The proprietors of the canal believed that
there would be no future in railways!
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The Junction Canal was one of the last canals to be built in England in the 19th century and was
opened for traffic in 1854 having cost £28,000, £14m in today’s money. Being one of the last
canals to be built, there had been acquired considerable engineering expertise in canal
construction and architecture over the years. Indicative of this is the complex system of deep locks
and side ponds on the approach to Hanbury Wharf.
The engineer in charge was R Boddington: an ex Worcester/Birmingham canal engineer.
To economise on water consumption, the principle of the side pond was adopted. This consists of
a brick lined chamber alongside the lock midway between the upper and lower pounds and
communicating with the lock chamber by means of a culvert controlled by a ‘side-pond paddle.’
After a craft has entered the lock and the gates are closed, the water is first discharged into the
side-pond. The side-pond paddle is then closed and the rest of the water is released from the lock.
When a boat enters the empty lock the side-pond paddle releases water from the side-pond and
half fills the lock. The lock is then filled with water from the upper pound. This saves half a lock of
water at each lockage.

- The last ‘commercial’ use of the Junction canal:
The last commercial narrow boat on the junction canal before its closure was the ‘Englishman’
owned by George Harris of Stoke Works carrying a load of bricks in 1928. The boat was stopped
at the bottom by the police at night as the bricks had not been legitimately acquired, stolen from
the brick works near Hanbury Wharf.

WORCESTER/BIRMINGHAM CANAL

Started after the barge canal and took a long time to complete, 1792 to 1825, 20 years, due to
lack of funds and criticised for using inferior materials.
Navvies found salt when cutting the canal through Stoke Prior.
42 locks.
The barge canal gave support to fund the start of the B/W canal and received a 5% dividend.

1810: The B/W canal took over the day today management of the barge canal, even though their
canal had yet to be completed.

1815 +  the B/W subsidised the barge canal by £1,118 per year.

The Birmingham Ship Canal - What could have been!
The Manchester ship canal was authorised in 1887. The vision of a Birmingham Ship Canal bring-
ing sea going vessels from the Bristol Channel to the centre of Birmingham was discussed in
1886. The idea was to dredge and deepen parts of the river Severn, ease the curves on the
Gloucester and Berkeley ship canal and deepen and widen the W/B Canal, so that lighters carry-
ing 200 to 250 tons could ply between Sharpness and Birmingham. The advantage was a saving
of 50% on transport costs. The W/B locks would be 110 ft long, 20 ft wide, eight ft deep and a
change in level of at least 14 ft. The cost for modification was estimated at £690,000, slightly
more than the original cost of the canal.
This was abandoned in favour of improving the canal system to London.
In 1900 and again in 1923 this huge project was reviewed without success.
Would we be making this journey if the Birmingham Ship Canal had become a reality taking 20 ft
wide sea going boats?

GENERAL CANAL HISTORY

Donkeys
Donkeys were used with advantage usually in pairs. They worked harder than horses, lived
longer, hardier, less fussy about food and drink. They could be taken on board when going
through a tunnel. Had hard hoofs, no need to shod and was sure footed. But they were stubborn.
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In 1875 a reward of £5 was offered for anyone who gave evidence of ill treatment. This was soon
reduced to 10/- due to the overwhelming number of applications!

Electric Telegraph
By 1862 most canals had a line of telegraph poles along the tow path. They disappeared between
1910 and 1939 due to rows over rent. They were very useful for lock to lock communication.

Lock Keepers
In the 1800’s generally there was one lock keeper per six locks. There were two keepers on the
Junction Canal, one at each end. Some lock keepers also acted as lengths men.
The locks were padlocked at night and up to 1840 were locked Sunday morning and afternoon.

Toll Clerks
The was a toll house at Hanbury Wharf and another at Lock 17 at the bottom of the Astwood
locks. The latter served the Droitwich Junction Canal.

Canal Highway Code
In 1809: one of the ten rules, stated that all boats must have a qualified helmsman.
In 1816 new rules were added: one stated that ‘no boat is to be more than five minutes in a lock’.

Pleasure Boats
Until 1867 there was no charge to use pleasure boats on the canal. A charge of £1 per annum per
boat was then introduced. Reason: rides in the new steam powered trip boats became popular.

Fishing
From 1791 canal boats were not allowed to carry fish nets or any ‘engine’ likely to harm fish.

Ice Breaking
In the 19th Century there were some hard winters. Special iron clad boats were used to beak up
ice  - critical for people earning their living on the canal. The ice was dispersed by a team of
people rocking the boat from side to side. Crowds gather to watch this entertaining skilful activity.
From 1918 ice breaking was done by the motor tug ‘Sharpness’.

REASON FOR CANAL BUILD (DROITWICH SALT)
Why was this canal built? It was all because of the production in salt in this area. There is
evidence of salt being obtained by boiling of the brine found in springs in the Iron Age, 200 years
before Christ. They did not have refrigerators in those days and salt was a valuable method of
preserving food for the winter. Production was increased when the Romans decided to stay in
Britain. Part of the solder's wages was paid in salt – salarium in Latin, from which comes the
modern word salary.
Production was further increased in the Middle Ages – Droitwich was recorded in the Doomsday
book as being more important to William The Conqueror than the City of Worcester, by producing
more funds to the crown in taxes. Production increased after King John agreed for £100 per year
to allow Droitwich to be free of salt trade taxes. It is believed that it was £100 per year for the next
500 years, when after the Civil war there was no king to pay it to; only the Protector, Oliver
Cromwell, . During these years the people who owned the brine pits became very rich, and
although dirty and grimy, the town prospered.

After the civil war there was an even greater demand for salt. Not only for preserving food (this
was before refrigerators were developed) but also for making soap (some people had started to
wash), curing hides to make leather, and as a chemical additive for new products.

The monopoly was broken and by 1727 everyone with land in the Droitwich area was boring into
the ground searching for brine. Production increased which caused prices to fall. The government
then started to tax salt. Salt was smuggled out of Droitwich in coffins. People went bankrupt. In
1822 the salt tax was lifted and wealth returned.
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For every ton of salt produced at least three tons of wood was required to burn and evaporate
the brine.. It was proving more and more difficult to obtain fire wood as the forests became
depleted. It the 1700’s roads were in an appalling condition and railway locomotives had yet be
invented. Although toll roads were being constructed to connect towns most country roads could
not be easily used in the winter. Fifteen salt roadways led from Droitwich to the river Severn- but
only three open at any-one time during the winter, the others were flooded. Hence from the dawn
of time salt production was only carried out in the summer. This also avoided wet fuel and rain or
flood diluted brine. THE  SALT INDUSTRY WOULD BE MORE PROFITABLE IF COAL COULD
BE IMPORTED AND SALT EXPORTED ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

The industrial revolution had started and coal was being mined in the Forest of Dean and the
Black country. Small quantities of coal were used instead of wood.
Canal mania had started with the building of the James Brindley’s Bridgewater canal in 1761
which demonstrated that coal could be shipped from coal mines in Worsley near Runcorn to the
industries in Manchester at a fraction of the cost and in vast quantities making a good profit for
investors in the canal.  The Droitwich Council asked James Brindley, to quote for a special wide
canal capable of allowing the smaller sailing trows used on the River Severn to get from the river
Severn to Droitwich.

So at a cost of £22,500 (£19M in today’s money) and only four years later the barge canal we
are on now was open in 1771; over 240 years ago.

In 1771 when the barge canal was opened and salt was now produced all the year round, think
of the effect on the salt workers who now found that they had lost a winter holiday!

1936: both canals legally closed.

The last commercial wychbarge, the ‘Volunteer’, went down the barge canal in 1916
commandeered by the army to transport two hay ricks for World War I. This is the same barge
as that is reconstructed in Vines park as a picnic area.

HISTORY OF SALT MAKING & THE SALT INDUSTRY:

The salt was built up 400 million years ago, in vaporising lagoons stretching from Cheshire to
south Gloucestershire.

Salt workings traced back to 200 BC – the IRON age. The Romans had a fort on Dodderhill and
Crutch lane, and finally built a large villa in bays Meadow. The Romans made salts using 3’ x 5’
shallow trays over a wood fire.
The open pan method of making salt from brine was used throughout the nearly 2,000 years of
salt production in  Droitwich. Until 1922 when all the salt factories had closed.
In the 17th century lead pans where gradually replaced by cast iron; prolonging the peoples short
lives by eliminating lead poisoning.

SALT STORAGE AND TRANSPORT

The Romans and Saxons used cheap porous ceramic pots to dry and store and transport salt. In
the Middle Ages salt was dried and stored, in more robust, conical wicker baskets which easily fit
on the backs of donkey and horse transport. In the 19th century, salt was packed into wooden
boxes and dried in a large hot room. The moulded blocks of salt were then wrapped in paper
and transported by canal or rail.
A pipe line to carry brine from Droitwich to the river was proposed using hollow elm tree trunks.
This was not done, presumably due to the fact that fuel still had to be transported to Droitwich
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and  a similar pipe system had been used locally in Droitwich, which probably leaked and required
a high degree of maintenance.

Canals unlocked the growth of the industrial revolution by providing quick and low cost transport
for heavy goods. The roads were poor; it was quicker to walk.

Salt: Sodium Chloride. Droitwich Brine springs yield 2.5 lbs of salt for every gallon evaporated.
As dense as the red sea – a human body floats with ease.  Which, until recently, could have been
demonstrated by a visit to the brine baths in St Andrew’s Street. Droitwich salt is very pure; with a
sweet taste compared with the usual characteristic bitter taste of table and other salts. There is an
absence of silicates.

—------------------------------------------------------
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REASON FOR THE BARGE CANAL BUILD (DROITWICH SALT)

Why was the Barge canal built? It was all because of the production in salt in this area. There is
evidence of salt being obtained by boiling of the brine found in springs in the Iron Age, 200 years
before Christ. They did not have refrigerators in those days and salt was a valuable method of
preserving food for the winter. Production was increased when the Romans decided to stay in
Britain. Part of the solder's wages was paid in salt – salarium in Latin, from which comes the
modern word salary.
Production was further increased in the Middle Ages – Droitwich was recorded in the Doomsday
book as being more important to William The Conqueror than the City of Worcester; producing
more funds to the crown in taxes. Production increased after King John agreed to receive £100
per year in exchange for Droitwich to be free of salt trade taxes. It is believed that the ‘free farm
fee’ or £100 per year stayed the same for the next 500 years, when after the Civil war there was
no king to pay it to; only the Protector, Oliver Cromwell. During these years people who owned
brine pits became very rich; and although dirty and grimy, the town prospered.

After the civil war there was an even greater demand for salt. Not only for preserving food (this
was before refrigerators were developed) but also for making soap (some people had started to
wash), curing hides to make leather, and as a chemical additive for new products.

The monopoly was eventually broken by acts of parliament and by 1727 everyone with land in the
Droitwich area was boring into the ground searching for brine. Production increased which caused
prices to fall. The government then started to tax salt. Salt was smuggled out of Droitwich in
coffins. People went bankrupt. In 1822 the salt tax was lifted and wealth returned.

For every ton of salt produced at least three tons of wood was required to burn in the furnaces to
evaporate brine. It was proving more and more difficult to obtain fire wood. The forests became
depleted. It the 1700’s roads were in an appalling condition and railway locomotives had yet be
invented. Although toll roads were being constructed to connect towns most country roads could
not be used in winter. Fifteen salt roadways led from Droitwich to the river Severn- but only three
open at any-one time during the winter; the others were flooded. Hence from the dawn of time salt
production was only carried out in the summer. This also avoided using wet fuel and rain diluted
brine. THE  SALT INDUSTRY WOULD BE MORE PROFITABLE IF COAL COULD BE
IMPORTED AND SALT EXPORTED ALL THE YEAR ROUND. So a canal was considered!

The industrial revolution had started and coal was being mined in the Forest of Dean and the
Black country. Hence coal started to replace wood in Droitwich.
Canal mania had started with the building of the James Brindley’s Bridgewater canal in 1761
which demonstrated that coal could be shipped from coal mines in Worsley near Runcorn to the
industries in Manchester at a fraction of the cost and in vast quantities making a good profit for
investors in the canal. Droitwich merchants asked James Brindley to quote for a special wide
canal capable of allowing smaller sailing trows used on the River Severn to get from the river to
Droitwich.
So at a cost of £22,500 (£19M in today’s money) and only four years later the barge canal we are
on now was open in 1771; over 240 years ago.

In 1771 when the barge canal was opened and salt was now produced all the year round, think of
the effect on the salt workers who now found that they had lost a winter holiday!

1936: both canals legally closed.

The last commercial wychbarge, the ‘Volunteer’, went down the barge canal in 1916
commandeered by the army to transport two hay ricks for World War I. This is the same barge as
that is reconstructed in Vines park as a picnic area.
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HISTORY OF SALT MAKING & THE SALT INDUSTRY:

The salt was built up 400 million years ago, in vaporising lagoons stretching from Cheshire to
south Gloucestershire.

Salt workings can be traced back to 200 BC – the IRON age. Later the Romans had a fort on
Dodderhill and Crutch lane, and finally built a large villa in bays Meadow. The Romans made salt
using 3ft x 5ft brine filled shallow trays over a wood fire.
The open pan method of making salt from brine was used throughout the 2,000 years of salt
production in  Droitwich; until 1922 when all the salt factories had closed.
In the 17th century lead pans where gradually replaced by cast iron; prolonging the peoples short
lives by eliminating lead poisoning.

SALT STORAGE AND TRANSPORT

The Romans and Saxons used cheap porous ceramic pots to dry and store and transport salt. In
the Middle Ages salt was dried and stored in more robust conical wicker baskets which easily fit
on the backs of donkey and horse transport. In the 19th century, salt was packed into wooden
boxes and dried in a large hot room. The moulded blocks of salt were then wrapped in paper and
transported by canal or rail.
A pipe line to carry brine from Droitwich to the river was proposed using hollow elm tree trunks.
This was not done, presumably due to the fact that fuel still had to be transported to Droitwich
and  a similar pipe system had been used locally in Droitwich, which probably leaked and
required a high degree of maintenance.

Canals unlocked the growth of the industrial revolution by providing quick and low cost transport
for heavy goods. The roads were poor; it was quicker to walk.

Salt: Sodium Chloride. Droitwich Brine springs yield 2.5 lbs of salt for every gallon evaporated.
As dense as the red sea – a human body floats with ease.  Which, until recently, could have been
demonstrated by a visit to the brine baths in St Andrew’s Street. Droitwich salt is very pure; with a
sweet taste compared with the usual characteristic bitter taste of table and other salts. There is
an absence of silicates.

—--------------------------------------------------
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Extract from ‘THE
DROITWICH CANALS

NAVIGATION &
VISITOR GUIDE’ pub.

by Droitwich Canals
Trust

WORCESTER &
BIRMINGHAM
CANAL - FIVE
MILE POUND

PAMELA MAY TALK -
FROM VINES PARK

TO HANBURY WHARF
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DROITWICH

BARGE CANAL MAP:  1786
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Information for a talk to passengers cruising from Vines Park in the centre of
Droitwich Spa to Hanbury Wharf on the Worcester/Birmingham Canal

OUT OF DROITWICH SPA THROUGH VINES PARK GOING EAST

We are on the Droitwich Barge canal soon to join the Droitwich Junction canal. The Barge canal
was one of the first canals built at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. This area was also
the first part of the canal to be restored in the late 1970,’s by hundreds volunteers, removing spoil
put there during the construction of the M5 Motorway.

Swing bridges were installed to allow access to the town shops. They are a similar design to that
installed by Brindley in 1772 further down the canal. If you take a journey down there you may see
an engineering first - the application of the first use of caged ball bearings.

This park - Vines Park - was created by the District Council when thousands of volunteer hours
created a three mile isolated land locked waterway in the late ‘70’s. People Power. This was the
first restoration action of the canal trust. The easiest and the most profitable, creating boating,
walking and fishing activities which raised money maintained interest in the canal. Without it
restoration may not have been completed.

BARGE LOCK

Most locks are numbered , but not this one. This lock is at the joining of the Barge canal to the
Junction canal. The Barge canal is a wide canal built to take 14 ft wide Wychbarge sailing craft
taking salt down to the river Severn and beyond. The Junction canal is narrow built to fit and join
the Worcester Birmingham canal taking salt into Birmingham. This canal was opened in 1854,
possibly the last canal built in the 19th Century

So why is this lock a wide lock? The answer may be to allow wide wychbarges into a salt factory
situated on the side of the River Salwarpe which forms the first part of the Junction canal.

The Barge lock allows a step down from the river Salwarpe to the Barge canal. Usually the levels
are the same allowing both gates to stay open. When first built the Barge lock had four sets of
gates. Two sets facing opposite ways to be operated depending on the relative water levels of the
canal and the river. The weirs now ensue that the levels are either equal or the river is higher. In
the old days, dumping of excess brine from salt production sometimes made the canal water
higher than the river. This stopped with end of salt production in 1922.  The Barge canal has
always depended on the River Salwarpe to provide its main source of water.

Note the weir on our left. This lets water from the canalised river carry on down the river proper
after maintaining a correct water level for the canal.

CHAPEL BRIDGE (Bridge 8)

So called because from about 1500  to 1700 there was a Chapel built across the bridge with a toll
for travellers who did not want to risk the ford. Horse drawn carts sometimes disrupted religious
services in the chapel.
There is a ghost on the bridge but this story is best told at night during a Ghost walk through the
town.

Under the bridge and on the right is the remains of the original canal with tunnels leading to
loading bays.

From now on we will be on a new part of the restored canal the first part being the canalised River
Salwarpe until reaching the next lock: number 7.

Includes data collected from the book: The Worcester and Birmingham Canal -Chronicles of the Cut -
 by  Revd. Alan White
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He had to build a bridge over the Junction canal. This bridge still exists and the parapet can be
seen in Impney Way road.

M5 CULVERT - (Bridge number 5)

In the late 1980’s when the motorway was widened from two lanes to three, an ‘Angel’ built a new
culvert to take the Body Brook under the motorway and made it wide and high enough to just take
a narrow boat. This was done ten years before the restoration partnership  was formed. Without
this miracle some people believe that the canal restoration would not have been feasible.
So mind your heads!

EAST OF THE M5 TUNNEL

One good aspect of having a canal is that a linear park can be created. For the next ½ mile we will
be going through a very new park; with plenty of wild life and in the summer yields thousands of
daises.

This is a new canal cut with concrete locks and good tow paths for walkers, joggers and cyclists.

We now pass the Body Brook pouring into the canal on our left

LOCK 6

Note the Warning sign on the lock side indicating the local water level and no entry if the river is in
flood.

Above this lock is a ‘winding’ hole; this a local widening of the canal so that 73ft long boats can
turn round. Finding a place wide enough to turn a boat is important as these boats are very difficult
to steer in reverse. Hence boats stopped by a Body Brook flood level can turn back up the canal.

LOCKS 4 & 5

Here two locks combine to form a staircase lock. This less expensive to build than a single deep
lock but a little slower to use. If the traffic of boats is all one way then only half the water is used
compared with a single lock unless it has a halfway storage pound like the locks 1, 2 and 3 which
we will come to later.

Coming up on our left is the Droitwich Rugby Club. This is another place where the only entrance
is over a canal bridge.
On our right is the main Gateway to the restored canals - it has a large car park and children’s
play area.

This area cost the restoration a fortune in preserving wild life; in particular the red headed newts!
Each newt had to be captured and replaced in a habitat of newly purchased land.

RUGBY CLUB BRIDGE (Number 2)

This bridge is new as shown by the corrugated steel shuttering forming the inside.

On our left is the new Droitwich Marina, opened in 2012 with a capacity for 285 boat moorings.

LOCKS 1, 2 & 3

We are now back on the original line of the canal. Up ahead are the final three locks which take
boats up a hill to connect with the Worcester/ Birmingham canal. These locks were built at the end
of canal building in the 19th Century and incorporates the latest technology for preserving
precious water taken from the Worcester/Birmingham canal. They were restored in 1990’s by the
help of an endowment (see plaque on lock 2) and specialist volunteers.
Each lock has a halfway storage pound which is used to fill the lock halfway on the way up  and
re-filled as boats descend. This means careful sequence use of the paddle mechanisms when
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lowering and raising boats. It is believed that these locks are the only fully working half pound
locks on the canal system.

Between locks 1 & 2 in 1877 there was a beach hut and organised swimming events. I wonder
how clean the water was then! Today we are warned of the dangers of Weil’s disease - do not
expose canal water to a cut.

WESTFIELD BRIDGE (Number 1)

Through this bridge and a sharp right turn under the Saltway Bridge of the B4090, Hanbury Road,
we are now on the Worcester/Birmingham canal moving down the canal towards Worcester.

The eagle and Sun Inn is on our left. Built in 1840, and up to 1900 it was known as the Railway
Tavern - the old railway station is just along the road.
On the right was another Ale house serving both the railway and the canal. It was originally a
Wharf house , converted in 1822 and until 1910 known as the New Inn and allegedly served the
best beers in the area.

We turn just past the lighthouse converted from an old lift crane by George Bate in 1950. That is if
we have not already turned round, back the other side of the bridge.

We are now on the five mile pound of the Birmingham/Worcester -so called because there are five
miles between Locks.

ODD NOTES FOR THE JOURNEY BACK.

Junction Canal
The Junction Canal was built at a time of intense competition between canal and railway

interests and was intended to support the Birmingham and Worcester Canal.
Railways reached Stoke Prior in 1841 and Droitwich in 1851 to help with the salt trade. The
proprietors of the canal believed that there would be no future in railways!

The Junction Canal was one of the last canal to be built in England in the 19th century and was
opened for traffic in 1854 having cost £28,000, £14m in today’s money. Being one of the last
canals to be built, the builders had acquired considerable engineering expertise in canal
construction and architecture over the years. Indicative of this is the complex system of deep locks
and side ponds on the approach to Hanbury Wharf.

To economise on water consumption, the principle of the side pond was adopted. This consists
of a brick lined chamber alongside the lock midway between the upper and lower pounds and
communicating with the lock chamber by means of a culvert controlled by a ‘side-pond paddle.’
After a craft has entered the lock and the gates are closed, the water is first discharged into the
side-pond. The side-pond paddle is then closed and the rest of the water is released from the lock.
When a boat enters the empty lock the side-pond paddle releases water from the side-pond and
half fills the lock. The lock is then filled with water from the upper pound. This saves half of a lock
of water at each lockage.

This canal was first designed by John Snape to run on the south side of Hanbury road. In 1814
a new survey by Thomas Allen put it on the north side of the road.
Richard Boddington designed the final plan.

- The last ‘commercial’ use of the Junction canal:
The last commercial narrow boat on the junction canal before its closure was the ‘Englishman’
owned by George Harris of Stoke Works carrying a load of bricks in 1928. The boat was stopped
at the bottom by the police at night as the bricks had not been legitimately acquired, stolen from
the brick works near Hanbury Wharf.
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WORCESTER/BIRMINGHAM CANAL

This Canal is 30 miles in length with 58 locks to take boats 70 ft by 7 ft. There is a 15 mile
level stretch from Birmingham and a long flight of 30 locks at Tardebigge. The deepest narrow
canal lock in England is the Summit Lock at Tardebigge which has a fall of 14 ft. This is
exceptional since the deeper the lock the greater the water consumed. The average fall of a canal
lock is from 6 to 8 ft. The canal took 23 years to complete, 1792 to 1815, due to lack of funds and
criticised for using inferior materials. The undertaking did not go smoothly and there was much
conflict between lock keepers and mill owners.

Navvies found salt when cutting the canal through Stoke Prior in 1810. At first economically
extracting the brine was unsuccessful. Then came John Corbett who solved the technical
problems and eventually became a multi-billionaire in today's money.

In 1874 the Sharpness New Docks and the Gloucester and Birmingham Navigation
Company took over the Worcester – Birmingham Canal and the Droitwich canals to ward off
competition from the railways.

In 1887 the W/B canal narrowly missed becoming the Birmingham Ship Canal: this was the
time of the creation of the Manchester Ship Canal. Would we be making this journey if the Bir-
mingham ship canal had become a reality taking 20 ft wide sea going boats?

GENERAL FOR THE BIRMINGHAM / WORCESTER CANAL

The W/B Canal : - Proposed in 1785, act of Parliament in 1791, work started in 1792.. But not
completed until 1815 due to delays over land deals. It cost £660,000, more than double the
original estimate, caused by legal fees and inflation due to the Napoleonic wars. The Droitwich
barge canal opened in 1771 at a cost of only £23,500 and took three years to construct. However,
the W/B Canal is 30 miles long with 58 locks; the Barge canal is only 5¾ miles with eight locks.
The Droitwch Junction Canal was not built until 1851.
The W/B canal was surveyed by John Snape who had worked for the famous James Brindley.
Brindley died in 1772; one year after his Barge Canal was opened in Droitwich. John Snape died a
few days after the W/B canal opened!
The canal was originally built as a wide  ‘barge’ canal with locks designed with one gate both top
and bottom. The only sign of this now is the width of the tunnels (and bridges):16ft wide.
The first boat down the canal at the opening was carrying coal, the next carried Birmingham
goods.

COMPETITION
 In 1785 a different route for the canal was planned, to go from Worcester direct to the coal fields
in Stourbridge via Bromsgrove. This was defeated in the Lords. Which is just as well as the River
Severn was soon made easily to navigated and traders would have preferred the Stourport route

In 1798 there was aborted competition in the form of a proposed horse drawn tramway to take
coal from Birmingham to Worcester.

WATER SUPPLIES - a fundamental requirement for a canal!
The B/W Company was forced to provide five large reservoirs on the river Arrow and river Lea;
mainly to protect the existing water mills. In 1821 the Tardebigge was also built and in 1829 the
Upper Bittel.
Many early water pump steam engines were installed at great cost due to the fear of drought.
However the early 19th century was extremely wet making the engines unnecessary and  were
soon abandoned. All disappeared when the railways arrived due to reduction of boats on the
canal. The two large locks at Diglis basin in Worcester required a large amount of water and also
used steam engine pumps in the early days of the canal.
Adequate water at the Bar in Birmingham, to supply both the Birmingham Canal Company and the
B/W canal, was a problem and caused many arguments. Two large steam engines were installed
to resolve the problem.
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ALONG THE RIVER SALWARPE

There are no mooring points along this stretch until we get to the embarking moorings serving
Lock 7. This is because the river could flood without warning and boats could be damaged if left
overnight.

There was a mill was on the right  in 1851 and the start of building the canal build was delayed by
resistance by the mill owners over water supply rights. History was repeated. During the
restoration, construction this part of the canal was again held up for over 18 months due to
cancellation of the development of a first class hotel, caused by the 2008 financial recession.

SWAN DRIVE BRIDGE  (Bridge 7)

This bridge was built in 1995 to allow a single road access to the Swan Drive Estate, built on the
old Droitwich rugby club grounds. This land was prone to flooding so most of the houses were built
on raised ground. A few houses were flooded in July 2007. The completion of the Droitwich canals
now -hopefully - has taken them completely out of  one in a 100 years flood area

When the bridge was first built, some of the technical members of the Canal Trust thought that it
was too low for future boats to pass under. However as you can see there is plenty of head room.

LOCK 7

This is the first (or last) lock on the Junction Canal and takes us off the canalised river up onto part
of the original line of the Junction canal. What is new is that the locks are made of concrete; not
bricks and mortar. However, the gates and water control mechanisms use the same design and
materials as that originally used in the 18th century

 At the bend here we leave the original canal line and move onto the bed of the Body Brook.
On our left is a weir which takes flood water from the Body Brook. Just behind on our right is an
offshoot for normal Body Brook flow of water. This maintains the water level in the canal and
passes excess to an outflow the other side of the Barge Lock through two large underground
pipes This separates canal water from the River Salwarpe  and keeps the farmers and
Environment Agency, happy.

The original line of the canal went straight through the garden of the house on the right.
On the left is a public open space which acts as a flood plane if the Body brook floods.

IMPNEY BRIDGE  (Number 6)

The Impney Way housing estate on our left, is another state built with only one entrance. It was
constructed in the year 2000 at the same time that the restoration partnership started with £1M
each from Wychavon District Council and Worcestershire County Council. The timing was good,
as the developers had to build a bridge that would take three boats side by side; essential for
manoeuvring boats into the M5 tunnel on a busy day.
It was initially thought that this small stretch of canal was the first ‘new’ canal to be built in the 21st

century; unfortunately a few weeks earlier a new stretch had been completed by British
Waterways somewhere up north.

This estate was built on the old Impney farm which originally formed part of the Impney Chateau
estate. In 1876 John Corbett created a lane leading from his Chateau to the Roman Catholic
Chapel at Hazdor. This lane was specially built for his Irish wife Anna who otherwise would have
taken her carriage through the dirty, dusty town of Droitwich which in those days made salt seven
days a week and produced an abundance of smoke and smuts from many large chimneys. She
could now keep her dress clean.
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Also to preserve water, a large mechanical lift was installed at Tardebigge ;1809-1815. This was
soon replaced by 30 locks, due to technical problems.

CANALS IN GENERAL
Donkeys
Donkeys were used with advantage usually in pairs. They worked harder than horses, lived
longer, hardier, less fussy about food and drink. They could be taken on board when going
through a tunnel. Had hard hoofs, no need to shod and was sure footed. But they were stubborn.
In 1875 a reward of £5 was offered for anyone who gave evidence of ill treatment of a donkey.
This was soon reduced to 10/- due to the overwhelming number of applications!

Electric Telegraph
By 1862 most canals had a line of telegraph poles along the tow path. They disappeared between
1910 and 1939 due to rows over rent. They must have been useful for lock to lock communication.

Lock Keepers
In the 1800’s generally there was one lock keeper per six locks. There were two keepers on the
Junction Canal, one at each end. Some lock keepers also acted as lengths men.
The locks were padlocked at night and up to 1840 were locked Sunday morning and afternoon.

Toll Clerks
The was a toll house at Hanbury Wharf and another at Lock 17 at the bottom of the Astwood
locks. Both served the Droitwich Junction Canal.

Canal Highway Code
In 1809: one of the ten rules, stated that all boats must have a qualified helmsman.
In 1816 new rules were added: one stated that ‘no boat is to be more than five minutes in a lock’.

Pleasure Boats
Until 1867 there was no charge to use pleasure boats on the canal. A charge of £1 per annum per
boat was then introduced. Reason: it was the ‘in thing’ to take rides in the new steam powered trip
boats.

Fishing
From 1791 canal boats were not allowed to carry fish nets or any ‘engine’ likely to harm the fish.

Ice Breaking
In the 19th Century there were some hard winters. Special iron clad boats were used to beak up
ice  - critical for people earning their living on the canal. A team of people dispersed the ice by
rocking the boat from side to side. Crowds gather to watch this entertaining skilful activity.
From 1918 ice breaking was done by the motor tug ‘Sharpness’.

The Birmingham Ship Canal - What could have been!
The Manchester ship canal was authorised in 1887. The vision of a Birmingham Ship Canal
bringing sea going vessels from the Bristol Channel to the centre of Birmingham was discussed in
1886. The idea was to dredge and deepen parts of the river Severn, ease the curves on the
Gloucester and Berkeley ship canal and deepen and widen the W/B Canal, so that lighters
carrying 200 to 250 tons could ply between Sharpness and Birmingham. The advantage was a
saving of 50% on transport costs. The W/B locks would be 110 ft long, 20 ft wide, 8 ft deep and a
change in level of at least 14 ft. The cost for modification was estimated at £690,000, slightly
more than the original cost of the canal.
This was abandoned in favour of improving the canal system to London.
In 1900 and again in 1923 this huge project was reviewed without success.

.
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Pamela May talk
Hanbury Wharf to

Dunhamstead
By Alan Davey

Droitwich Waterways (Pamela May) Trust
Registered Charity Number: 1149844    Company Number: 7662700    www.droitwichcanals.co.uk

PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL
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PAMELA MAY TALK - FROM HANBURY WHARF TO DUNHAMSTEAD

Extract from Nicholson’s
Waterways Guide 2

WORCESTER &
BIRMINGHAM
CANAL - FIVE
MILE POUND
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INFORMATION FOR A TALK FOR PASSENGERS CRUISING FROM THE
DROITWICH JUNCTION CANAL AT HANBURY WHARF TO DUNHAMSTEAD

WINDING HOLE ON THE WORCESTER/BIRMINGHAM CANAL
 IN THE PAMELA MAY

HANBURY WHARF TO DUNHAMSTEAD

This part of the canal has no locks and was known as the five Mile pound. It was staked out in
1810 in five one mile parts (or cuts) and all started together with different teams.
The chief land owners were Mr Phillips of Hanbury Hall, Mr Ammllett of Hadzor and the Dean and
Chapter of Worcester cathedral.

Entering the B/W canal from the top of the Droitwich Junction Canal.
The Droitwich Junction Canal was opened in 1854, although an attempt to get permission was
originally made in 1786. Problems encountered by the B/W Canal Company caused the delay.
This canal was first designed by John Snape to run on the south side of Hanbury road. In 1814 a
new survey by Thomas Allen put it on the north side of the road.
Richard Boddington designed the final plan.
The Oxford, Worcester and Wolverhampton Railway Company was building a railway during  the
time the canal was being built.

Under Westfield Bridge into the B/W Canal, then right, through the B4090 Saltway bridge.
Immediate to the right of the bridge opening was a stable and hay loft.
Further to the right is Wharf House. In 1822 to 1910 the house was converted to an Ale House for
canal traders and known as the New Inn and had a good reputation for good beer.
On the left is the Eagle and Sun, built in 1840. Before 1900 it was known as the Railway Tavern
and served both canal and railway users.
The lighthouse on the right was originally a crane used for moving timber. It was disguised as a
crane by George Bate in 1950.
On the right near Wharf House was a Weighbridge called the Round House as it was originally
semi-circular to allow movement of horse drawn carts round the rear of the building. It has now
been altered to be rectangular.
Most of the factory, shops and storage facilities seen on the right were there at the early days of
the canal.

Coffin Bridge
This bridge is unique as it is the only original foot bridge on this canal and is only 3 ft wide.
Possibly called Coffin Bridge due to coffins being taken from Huntingdrop Farm to Hazdor Church.
Today it can only be used to cross from the towpath to the private moorings.

Hadzor bridge and Hammond’s Bridge are Accommodation Bridges.
Accommodation Bridges were built over canals to preserve ancient rights of way and typically they
were provided for the convenience of farmers who required access to their fields that lay on the
opposite side of new canals.

Shearwood Green road bridge
There are rusted remains of a weight restriction notice on the bridge.
On the tow path there are some blue corner bricks containing large groves made by tow ropes of
horse drawn boats.
Round the bend before Dunhamstead Tunnel there is an a low lying wild area. This was the site of
a basin, where in 1820-1850, limestone, conveyed by a horse drawn tramway from quarries in
Saleway Farm and Himbleton areas, were stacked and loaded onto boats for lime-burning kilns at
Tardebigge..

Data collected from the book: The Worcester and Birmingham Canal -Chronicles of the Cut -
 by  Revd. Alan White
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Dunhamstead Tunnel
Brick lined in two months and opened in 1812.
This has less head room than all the other B?W tunnels -only 9 ft. This allowed boats to be legged
through more easily using the roof.

Brook Line Boat Yard
Hidden on the left is the Fir Tree Inn, situated between the canal bridge and the railway level
crossing. This inn was advertised in the local paper in 1816. In 1968 it was rebuilt and
reestablished by Alan and Jane Picken. They ran a trip boat called the Cypress, a hire boat
business -’The Water Folk’ and a small museum/shop in the Old Forge Building. The Old Forge is
now occupied by the canal Artist Andy Edwards who freely gave his time to paint the Pamela May.
 On the right is the Brook Line Narrowboats, holiday hire and boat repair establishment.

Turn at the Winding Hole just before Lake bridge
or the next one just after Oddingly No. 1 bridge (No. 26)

Oddingley
Murders: - The field between the church and the canal on the right was the scene of two murders
in 1806. The Rector, Rev George Parker, who had threatened to raise the tithes, was shot dead in
his field by Richard Hemming who had been hired as an assassin by a local farmer, Capt. Samuel
Evans of Church Farm. Hemming was himself murdered by Evans, but his remains were not
discovered until 24 years later. By this time Evan had died and so escaped the Gallows.
The church is worth a visit.

Notes for the journey back
GENERAL - THE WORCESTER / BIRMINGHAM CANAL

The W/B Canal : - Proposed in 1785, act of Parliament in 1791, work started in 1792.. But not
completed until 1815 due to delays over land deals. It cost £660,000, more than double the
original estimate, caused by legal fees and inflation due to the Napoleonic wars. The Droitwich
barge canal opened in 1771 at a cost of only £23,500 and took three years to construct. However,
the W/B Canal is 30 miles long with 58 locks; the Barge canal is only 5¾ miles with eight locks.
The Droitwch Junction Canal was not built until 1851.
The W/B canal was surveyed by John Snape who had worked for the famous James Brindley.
Brindley died in 1772; one year after his Barge Canal was opened in Droitwich. John Snape died a
few days after the W/B canal opened!
The canal was originally built as a wide  ‘barge’ canal with locks designed with one gate both top
and bottom. The only sign of this now is the width of the tunnels (and bridges):16ft wide.
The first boat down the canal at the opening was carrying coal, the next carried Birmingham
goods.

COMPETITION
 In 1785 an alternative route for the canal to go from Worcester direct to the coal fields in
Stourbridge via Bromsgrove. This was defeated in the Lords. Which is just as well as the River
Severn was soon made easily to navigated and traders would have preferred the Stourport route

In 1798 there was aborted competition in the form of a proposed horse drawn tramway to take
coal from Birmingham to Worcester.

WATER SUPPLIES - a fundamental requirement for a canal!
The B/W Company was forced to provide five large reservoirs on the river Arrow and river Lea;
mainly to protect the existing water mills. In 1821 the Tardebigge was also built and in 1829 the
Upper Bittel.
Many early water pump steam engines were installed at great cost due to the fear of drought.
However the early 19th century was extremely wet making the engines unnecessary and  they
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were soon abandoned. All steam pumps disappeared when the railways arrived due to reduction of
boats on the canal. The two large locks at Diglis basin in Worcester required a large amount of water
and also used steam engine pumps in the early days of the canal.
Adequate water at the Bar in Birmingham, to supply both the Birmingham Canal Company and the
B/W canal, was a problem and caused many arguments. Two large steam engines were installed to
resolve the problem.
Also to preserve water, a large mechanical lift was installed at Tardebigge ;1809-1815. This was soon
replaced by 30 locks, due to technical problems.

Donkeys
Donkeys were used with advantage usually in pairs. They worked harder than horses, lived longer,
hardier, less fussy about food and drink. They could be taken on board when going through a tunnel.
Had hard hoofs, no need to shod and was sure footed. But they were stubborn.
In 1875 a reward of £5 was offered for anyone who gave evidence of donkey ill treatment. This was
soon reduced to 10/- due to the overwhelming number of applications!

Electric Telegraph
By1862 most canals had a line of telegraph poles along the tow path. They disappeared between
1910 and 1939 due to rows over rent. They must have been useful for lock to lock communication.

Lock Keepers
In the 1800’s generally there was one lock keeper per six locks. There were two keepers on the
Junction Canal, one at each end. Some lock keepers also acted as lengths men.
The locks were padlocked at night and up to 1840 were locked Sunday morning and afternoon.

Toll Clerks
The was a toll house at Hanbury Wharf and another at Lock 17 at the bottom of the Astwood locks.
Both served the Droitwich Junction Canal.

Canal Highway Code
In 1809: one of the ten rules, stated that all boats must have a qualified helmsman.
In 1816 new rules were added: one stated that ‘no boat is to be more than five minutes in a lock’.

Pleasure Boats
Until 1867 there was no charge to use pleasure boats on the canal. A charge of £1 per annum per
boat was then introduced. Reason: it was the ‘in thing’ to take rides in the new steam powered trip
boats.

Fishing
From 1791 canal boats were not allowed to carry fish nets or any ‘engine’ likely to harm the fish.

Ice Breaking
In the 19th Century there were some hard winters. Special iron clad boats were used to beak up ice  -
critical for people earning their living on the canal. The ice was dispersed by a team of people rocking
the boat from side to side. Crowds gather to watch this entertaining skilful activity.
From 1918 ice breaking was done by the motor tug ‘Sharpness’.

The Birmingham Ship Canal - What could have been!
The Manchester ship canal was authorised in 1887. The vision of a Birmingham Ship Canal bringing
sea going vessels from the Bristol Channel to the centre of Birmingham was discussed in 1886. The
idea was to dredge and deepen parts of the river Severn, ease the curves on the Gloucester and
Berkeley ship canal and deepen and widen the W/B Canal, so that lighters carrying 200 to 250 tons
could ply between Sharpness and Birmingham. The advantage was a saving of 50% on transport
costs. The W/B locks would be 110 ft long, 20 ft wide, 8 ft deep and a change in level of at least 14 ft.
The cost for modification was estimated at £690,000, slightly  more than the original cost of the canal.
This was abandoned in favour of improving the canal system to London.
In 1900 and again in 1923 this huge project was reviewed without success.
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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL

PART 14.0:  REFERENCES AND FURTHER READING

DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED
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PAMELA MAY OPERATION PROCEDURES MANUAL
PART 15.0:  RISK ASSESSMENT AND METHOD STATEMENT

DROITWICH WATERWAYS (PAMELA MAY)TRUST LIMITED
Registered Charity Number: 1149844    Company Number: 7662700    www.droitwichcanals.co.uk

15.1 INTRODUCTION

15.1.1 The risk assessment is based on a comparison between the use of procedural
controls defined in this manual - the method statement, and no controls

15.1.2 The methodology is based on that defined in the requirement document ‘The Inland
Waterways  Association Certificate of Boat Management for Small Passenger Boats’ .

15.1.3 The method statements have already been defined in Sections of this manual.

Hazards anticipated for operating the Pamela May are listed below:

   15.2: FALLING  - on ground - on the boat - off the boat - into a lock.

   15.3 SQUASHED OR IMPACTED - by a boat or lock equipment

   15.4 ILLNESS

   15.5 FIRE - galley - engine -

   15.6 GAS EXPLOSION

   15.7 FLOODING - Boat sinking - High water flow. Or in a lock

15.1.4 Risk Value = RV = L x S - is the product of the likelihood or probability of the
hazard occurring -L  and the severity of the resulting event - S.

Likelihood values are:  1: Least likely or a very low probability of occurrence
        5: Most Likely or a very high probability of occurrence
Severity values are:   1: Little damage to personnel and or low financial loss (<£10k)
     5: Death and or high financial loss (>£100k)

The Risk Value will give a Risk Level - RL -  in Three levels as shown in the table below: -
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5 10 15 20 25

4 8 12 16 20

3 6 9 12 15

2 4 6 8 10

1 2 3 4 5

SEVERITY

LI
K

EL
IH

O
O

D

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

Not Safe to proceed
Safe providing the crew are adequately and continually trained

Safe to proceed
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15.2  FALLING

HAZARD WHO IS
EXPOSED

NO
PROCEDURES
OR CONTROLS

RISK
ASSESSMENT

CONTROLS
OUTLINED BY
THIS MANUAL

RISK
ASSESSMENT

F S RV RL F S RV RL
Slipping or
Falling with
light injury

Passengers
and crew

4 3 12 See Part 2 2 3 6

Falling with
incapacitating
injury

Passengers
and crew

3 4 12 See Part s 2, 5
& 8

2 4 8

Falling in the
canal -
unconscious
victim : -

Passengers,
crew and
bank-side
helpers

2 5 10 See Part s 2, 5,
6 & 8

1 5 5

CONCLUSION: Safe using existing procedures ; continual training required.

THE CASE FOR NO CREW  LIFE JACKETS WHERE THERE ARE NO LOCKS OR TUNNELS

Falls from boat or bank unconscious into less than 1.2 m of slow moving canal water

HAZARD WHO IS
EXPOSED

CONTROLS OUTLINED BY
THIS MANUAL

RISK
ASSESSMENT

F S RV RL
Crew with no life
jackets

Crew and
passengers

Crew member jumps in with a
life buoy to rescue. Ref: Part 6.8

1 5 5

Crew with buoyancy
aids

Crew and
passengers

Rescue crew hindered by the
bulk of a buoyancy aid.

1 5 5

Crew  with self-
inflating life jackets

Crew and
passengers

The life jacket could self inflate
restricting the rescue.

1 5 5

CONCLUSION Crew life jackets are not essential if crew continually trained

Part 15: Risk Assessment
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15.3 SQUASHED OR IMPACTED - by a boat or lock equipment

HAZARD WHO IS
EXPOSED

NO
PROCEDURES
OR CONTROLS

RISK
ASSESSMENT

CONTROLS
OUTLINED BY
THIS MANUAL

RISK
ASSESSMENT

F S RV RL F S RV RL
Crushing
between boat
and and
another hard
object

Crew and
Passengers

2 3 See Part 4 and
6

1 3 3

Whirling
windlass

Crew,
passenger or
helper

4 3 12 See Part 5.5 1 3 3

Moving
Bridges

Bank crew or
helper

3 3 9 See Part 5.3 1 3 3

CONCLUSION: Controls are satisfactory if crew continually trained

15.4 ILLNESS

HAZARD WHO IS
EXPOSED

NO
PROCEDURES
OR CONTROLS

RISK
ASSESSMENT

CONTROLS
OUTLINED BY
THIS MANUAL

RISK
ASSESSMENT

F S RV RL F S RV RL
Sudden illness
- unconscious,
non breathing
condition

Crew and
passengers

2 5 10 See Part 6.1
and 8

1 5 5

CONCLUSION: Controls are satisfactory f crew continually trained
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15.5 FIRE

HAZARD WHO IS
EXPOSED

NO
PROCEDURES
OR CONTROLS

RISK
ASSESSMENT

CONTROLS
OUTLINED BY
THIS MANUAL

RISK
ASSESSMENT

F S RV RL F S RV RL
Engine fire Crew and

passengers
2 5 10 See Part 6.6.1,

6.9, 6.6.5 and 8
1 5 5

Galley Fire Crew and
passengers

3 5 15 See Parts 6.6.2,
6.9, 6.6.5 and 8

1 5 5

Main
passenger
cabin fire

Crew and
passengers

2 5 10 See Parts 6.6.3,
6.9,6.6.5 and 8

1 5 5

Toilet Fire Crew and
passengers

2 5 10 See Parts 6.6.4,
6.9,6.6.5 and 8

1 5 5

CONCLUSION: Controls are satisfactory if crew continually trained
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15.6 GAS EXPLOSION

HAZARD WHO IS
EXPOSED

NO
PROCEDURES
OR CONTROLS

RISK
ASSESSMENT

CONTROLS
OUTLINED BY
THIS MANUAL

RISK
ASSESSMENT

F S RV RL F S RV RL
Propane gas
leak

Crew and
passengers

3 5 15 See Parts 6.2,
3,8 and others

1 5 5

CONCLUSION: Controls are satisfactory if crew continually trained
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HAZARD WHO IS
EXPOSED

PROCEDURE RISK
ASSESSMENT

F S RV RL
Gas leak
explosion and
fire in the
Galley, cabin
or toilet.

Crew and
passengers

No cooking, gas shut off at bottle 0 3 0

Gas leak
explosion and
fire in the
Galley, cabin or
toilet.

Crew and
passengers

No controls. Over cooking or switching off gas
supply

2 5 10

Gas leak
explosion and
fire in the
Galley

Crew and
passengers

Galley used for heating water only 1 4 4

Gas leak
explosion and
fire in the cabin
or toilet

Crew and
passengers

Gas turned off in the galley area only. Leak
in pipe work though the cabin and toilet.
Leak checks done every four years. But no
gas detector.

1 5 5

Gas leak
explosion and
fire in the cabin
or toilet

Crew and
passengers

As above but with an effective propane leak
detector.

1 5 3

CONCLUSION: Current Controls are satisfactory if crew continually trained

Assessing the effect of various controls on mitigating the hazard of a gas leak .when the boat is moving  with
passengers.
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15.7 FLOODING

HAZARD WHO IS
EXPOSED

NO
PROCEDURES
OR CONTROLS

RISK
ASSESSMENT

CONTROLS
OUTLINED BY
THIS MANUAL

RISK
ASSESSMENT

F S RV RL F S RV RL
Boat flooding
and sinking

Crew and
passengers

2 5 10 See Part 6.7,
6.9 and 8

1 5 5

CONCLUSION: Controls are satisfactory if crew continually trained
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